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Abstract
ENCOUNTER WITH OTHERNESS: .
Nature and Identity in Rolvaag's Giants in the Earth
by Beatrice Jensen Smith
Ole Edvart Rolvaag, the Norwegian-American novelist of
the immigrant experience, is recognized primarily for one
work, Giants in the Earth, frequently accredited the novel
that deals most effectively with the human cost underlying
the glorious national achievement of westward expansion.
Though the estimate is a positive one, by being categorized
so succinctly, Giants is in some danger of being . perfunctorily dismissed as an excellent frontier novel and little else.
Though Rolvaag, by his own statement, intended to memorialize the human tragedies so easily forgotten in the onrush
of settlement, the implications of his narrative go far beyond the historical frontier.

By showing his immigrant pio-

neers in solitary conflict with a primitive environment, he
makes them figure temporal man in direct confrontation with
"otherness"--the inscrutable power that stands over against
Self, imposing
Because

~oundaries

R~lvaag's

and raising unanswerable

questions~

hero, Per Hansa, is an energetic, audacious

dreamer, he presses into the very face of the unknown, challenging borders and demanding response.

He becomes a type of

the human spirit that thrives on all sorts of pioneering.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The present year, 1977, is the fiftieth anniversary of
the publication in English of Giants in the Earth, Ole Edvart
Rolvaag's novel of inunigrant pioneer life on the Dakota prairie.

Largely on the basis of this one work, Rolvaag is re-

membered as a major contributor to twentieth-century American
literature in the area of the pioneer novel.

At least two

book-length studies of frontier literature have put Giants in
the Earth at the top of their categories:

George L. White,

in his study, Scandinavian Themes in American Fiction, 1937,
and Roy W. Meyer, in The Middle Western Farm Novel in the
Twentieth Century, 1965.

American literature specialist

Vernon L. Parrington calls Rolvaag's view of the frontier the
first adequate statement in fiction of the human values in-

~olved in westward expansion. 1
All commentary on Rolvaag's career has noted the overwhelming concern that united his life and art.

For example,

Einar Haugen observes:
Everything of consequence that he wrote was either a
loving delineation or a bitter scourging of his Norwegian people in America.
His love of his race
established two fixed poles between which his thoughts
were forever oscillating: his devotion to the past in
Norway, the heritage of his people; and his concern
about ~hei: f~ture i~ America, the fate of the
Norwegian immigrant.
·
In Giants, according to the biographers Jorgenson and

1

2

Solum, Rolvaag sought to add a true human perspective to the
.{!
t ier
.
.Lron
saga:

the writer "to his dying day . . . insisted

that he was primarily interested in the cost, culturally and
·psychologically, of· pioneering." 3
Rolvaag learned

firstha~d

the immigrant's plight . . In

1896, he arrived, penniless, in New York at the age of 20,
and made the three-day trip by train · to his uncle's farm in
Elk Point, South Dakota, without food and not knowing a word
4
of English.
His basic education, except for grammar school
in Norway, was in Norwegian Lutheran schools--Augustana
Academy, Canton,

s.

field, Minnesota.

Dakota,

~nd

St. Olaf's College at North-

Following a post-graduate year in his

native N_orway at the University of Christiania, Rolvaag returned to the

u.

S~

to begin his teaching career. in

Norw~gian

literature at St. Olaf's.
One problem of immigrant life that he sympathized with
in particular was the difficulty of acclimating to the new
language.

Although he himself learned to speak English well

and taught at times in English, his novels were all first
written in Norwegian, the only tongue in which his art seemed
to flow smoothly.

Only in the last decade of his life did

Rolvaag's art emerge from its language barrier to reach beyond the Norwegian-American community.

After his discovery

in 1926 by the American journalist, Lincoln Colcord, who
brought him to the attention of Harpers, and aided in polishing the translation of Giants, Rolvaag's body of work had

3

little time to grow.

He died in 1930 at the age of 55.

While engaged in a full teaching career and in promoting his special interest, the cultural heritage of the Norwegian-American community, Rolvaag had published several
apprentice novels, beginning with Amerika-Breve {Letters from
America), in 1912.

All centered on the immigrant experience.

But Giants ·is the work that has won him his lasting place in
frontier literature.

Even the succeeding works of the trilogy,

Peder Victorious and Their

Fathe~s'

God, have been considered

less impressive in both theme and content.
The general criticism of Giants inevitably recognizes
the basic theme of man versus nature.

It is in this elemen-

tal theme that the novel assumes stature.

Rolvaag himself,

sensitive to the less enthusiastic response to the two sequels
to Giants, wrote: ''Peder, to my mind, is more humanly intimate

.

than Giants, but lacks the glamour of that narrative.

The

subduing of a continent has been done only once in human history!"

5

A commentary on Giants would be incomplete without

some reference to nature or the role of the prairie; but very
few critics have made that role their basic study.
Theodore Jorgenson and Nora Solum, in their definitive
work, Ole Edvart Rolvaag: A Biography, have assembled a
wealth of primary materials that create understanding of his
rich personal experience with the natural environment during
his younger years in Norway as well as in maturity.

But in

their chapter on Giants, the major interests are literary

4

influences and the psychological and religious aspects of .
character.
Paul

~eigstad's

Rolvaag: His Life and Art adds to the

documentation of Rolvaag's ·- intense love of nature.

Though

Reigstad emphasizes the cost of settlement in the review of
Giants, he also identifies Per Hansa with the peasant's love
for the soil,

6

and po;nts out that though man is humbled in

. his conquest of the soil, the theme of his "incomprehensible
courage" in adjusting to the wilderness balances -that of the
tragic cost. 7
Three book-length studies of frontier literature devote
sections to Rolvaag. · White's Scandinavian Themes in American
Fiction includes

•:o.

E. Rolvaag--Prophet of a People," and

emphasizes the descriptive mastery of nature's moods as well
as the ability to make the prairie setting a powerful

fore~

as factors that make Rolvaag's work the "magnus [sic] opus
about the Scandinavian settlement in. America. 118

In a brief

comparison with Knut Hamson's The Growth of the Soil, he notes
that the characters of Giants show a more sensitive interaction with nature.
Harold P. Simonson's chapter on Rolvaag in The Closed
Frontier: Studies in American Literary Tragedy is concerned
with the ''closed frontier" concept, the idea that idealists
and dreamers are inevitably frustrated and disillusioned in
the limitations and barriers of actuality.

Beret's barrier

is her fear and dread of the prairie experience, and Per's,

5

the superiority of the cosmic powers that finally overwhelm
.
9
h irn.

.

Roy W. Meyer in The Middle Western Farm Novel puts
Rolvaag among the farm historians and recognizes that in
Giants the pioneers are not at odds with the economy as in so
many farm novels but with the forces of nature.

He finds

Giants artistically superior to other "farm u novels, especially in the richness of character study.
Two periodical selections deal rather directly with
the man-nature relationship..

Joseph E. Baker writes on "Wes-

tern Man Against Nature: Giants in the Earth," and sees Per
Hansa representing the "condition of man himself against inhuman destiny. 11 10

The discussion centers around the conflict-

ing occidental and oriental views of nature and Fate, which
are represented in the novel by those who accept the acts of
nature as Fate, or the will of God, versus Per Hansa, the
true, rational Western man, exemplified in Homer, who saw his
men as "like gods"--and "sometimes wiser than the supernatural forces and divine giants they come in contact with.

1111

Stuart B. James, in "Western American Space and the
Human Imagination," develops from several literary works,
including Giants, two basic views of the prairie setting:
the prairie

as

metaphor of life stripped of all civilized

trappings; and the prairie as a crucible of raw materials
from which creative man develops his own meanings for life.
Though these studies are all helpful contributions,

6

none analyzes systematically the complex interactions of man
and nature in Giants.
Whether seeking to comprehend human identity or to discover the nature of God, thinkers and artists have typically
found guidance in contemplating man's peculiar relation to
his natural environment.

For .men have tested their potential

and defined human limitation by c.onfronting natural forces
which challenged their rational understanding:

Is nature

guided by an intelligence supportive of human life?

If so,

how shall man interpret the devastations of nature?

Does a

non-supportive power also have access to the powers of nature?
Or is nature composed of wholly neutral forces performing in
endless cycles for all time?
Rolvaag's creative work implies, but does not attempt
to answer, these questions.

The questions arise as the re-

sult of human desire to civilize the prairie's desolate expanses.

The questions inpose themselves in individual lives

and are responded to according to particular human capacities
to deal with them.

As characters respond in varying ways,

their identity emerges.

Rolvaag's novel becomes a rich set-

ting for the study of man in confrontation with "otherness,"
or with those forces that lie beyond his control and understanding.
The purpose of this paper is to present, first, the
image of the prairie as set forth descriptively in the narrative; then, as imaginatively modified by the perceptions

7

of the characters themselves:·

the lone handful of Norwegian

pioneers, confronting as a group and singly, the prairie
grandeur.

On this base, the study analyzes the dynamic en-

counters of man and an apparently malevolent and insatiable ·
prairie otherness.

The primary purpose throughout is to show

the role of the prairie nature, as antagonist, in revealing
character and theme.

In this context, Giants in the Earth

becomes much more than the story of the cost of frontier settlement.

The main characters,

Be~et

and Per Hansa, become

two types of the varied human response to nature's power of
absolute.limitation.

NOTE~

· Chapter One
1

Vernon Louis Parrington, Main Currents in American
Thought: TJ:!.e Beginnings of Critical Realism in America,
1860-1920 (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1930), p. 387.

2 Einar Haugen, 11 0. E. Rolv·a ag: Norwegian-American,"
Norwegian-American Studies, 7 (1933), 53.
3

Theodore Jorgenson and Nora Solum, Ole Edvart Rolvaag:
A Biography _(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1939), p. 323.
4
.
.
Lincoln Colcord, "Rolvaag the Fisherman Shook His Fist
at Fate," American Magazine, 105 (March, 1928), 190.
5

Jorgenson and Solum, p. 383.

6 Paul Reigstad, Rolvaag: His Life and Art (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1972), p. 124.
7
.
.. .
Reigstad, pp. 124-125.
8 George L. White, Scandinavian Themes in American Fic-

tion, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1937),
pp. 97-9 9.
.
0

.

~Harold

'

.

P. Simonson, The Closed Frontier: Studies in

American Literary Tragedy (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1970), p. 84.

~ 0 Joseph E. · Baker, "Weste~n Man against Nature: Giants
in the Earth," College English, 4 (1942), 19.
llB a k er, pp. 19-20.

8

·- - -···- ·

~

..

- .

.Chapter 2
SETTING AND MOOD: THE PRAIRIE IMAGE
Setting as Thematic Symbol
With dramatic simplicity, Rolvaag begins his "fairy
tale" of the western frontier by focusing a gigantic prairie
landscape, riITu~ed by the heavens and ruled by the fiery sun. 1
He then sketches two brief close-ups, the first a gentle personification of the wild prairie grasses rising up ''in surprise" behind· heavy wagon wheels.

There is a suggestion that

the rude passing of wheels has never happened before in this
place since time began, that this strange vehicle is a nottoo-welcome intruder.

From the start, the Great Plain is

more than geographical location or physical entity, more than
the mere sum of visible parts.
The second close-up centers on the caravan led by the
pioneer and his young son on foot--two decrepit wagons drawn
by oxen and followed by the family cow.

Seated on a rough

plank in front of the wagon are his wife, a seven-year-old
son, and a small blond daughter.
After the basic sketches of human appearance and relationship, . the scene widens again on the full landscape, emphasizing by contrast this humble caravan, "a miserably frail
and Lilliputian thing as it crept over the boundless prairie

9

•

10
toward the sky line"

(p.

6) •

*

~o

trail before them, none be-

hind, Per Hansa and his small band are ephemeral specks whose
presence in an overpowering envirorunent symbolizes a basic
theme of the novel, vuln·e rable man versus untamed and unknown
nature.
Undeterred by the vast forces surrounding him, Per
guides his rickety vehicles due west into the late sun--puny
man, audaciously setting forth to wrest his kingdom from the
giants of nature:

"He was going to do something remarkable

out there, which should become known far and wide.
of opportunity in that country, he had been told''

No lack
(p. 5) !

But the impressive visual contrast between Per's caravan,
"poverty-stricken, unspeakably forlorn,
at snail's pace"

(~.

6)~

[.

. .]

*'I~

•

advancing

and the enormous setting, "a blue

infinity," foretells symbolically the prodigious feat that
lies before him.
The pioneers, who for need of repairs have fallen days
behind their fellow Norwegians,
of a trail.

hav~

completely lost any sign

Btit Per, a long-time sea fisherman, knows how to

take his direction from sun and stars.

His self-reliance in

dealing with nature is apparent from the start.
*All documentation of the narrative is taken from Giants in
the Earth (1927; rpt. New York: Harper and Row, 1972); page
referenc~s will appear in parentheses throughout this paper.
**rn Giants, Rolvaag frequently uses elipses stylistically:
therefore, my omissions from the text will be shown by suspension points in brackets.

11

But self-reliance . is not the dominant mood of the group;.
Though Per's bearded face is set confidently toward the'sun;
his "sure guide," Beret watches anxiously with a "vague sense
of the unknown which bore fn on them so strongly from all directions"

(p. 9).

She notices that.no birds sing in this place;

there is only the unpleasant whine of mosquitoes.

Even the

contours of the Great Plain are ominous, rising and swelling
on the horizon "as if ari abscess were forming under the skin
of the ·earth"

(p. 9).

The ·natural setting is drawn skillfully to reveal human
sensitivity to an overwhelming environment.
ch~nges,

and lighting

Dramatic color

tremendous reaches of open space, and

unearthly silence have their effect on the lone, lost seekers.
All day the heavens have burned with sun.

But gradually the

light "softened into all the shades of red and purple as
even_ing fell.

. .

. Pure colour everywhere.

A gust of wind,

sweeping across the plain, threw into life waves of yellow
and blue and green"

(p. 3).

scene is not idyllic.

Yet, for all its color, the

The day has been too light-filled, the

only contrast being the vaguely disquieting imagery of a "dead
black wave"

whi~h

races "over the scene

•

•

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ·-- -.

. a cloud's glid-

-·- - ·· --- ..

12
los.s of the sunlight that the family, and the animals as well,
are awed to silence, struck with the sudden withdrawal of
warmth and light from the Plain:
At the moment when the sun closed his eye, the vastness of the plain seemed to rise up on every hand-and suddenly the landscape had grown desol~te; something bleak and cold had come into the silence, filling
it with terror. · . . . Behind them, along the way they
had come, the plain lay dark green and lifeless, under
the gathering shadow of the dim, purple sky.
(p. 9)
With literal sense imagery Rolvaag progressively darkens the landscape, always generating human response.
Ole feels emotional
a.nd light.

aw~

The boy

before the movirig spectacle of color

In wonder, as of magic, he sees bright-edged

clouds glowing above the dark horizon, floating "as if they
had no weight''

(p. 10).

His younger brother, Store-Hans,

seven, decides to explore a distant hill.

When he finally

thinks to look back, the wagons have "shrunk to two small
specks, away off on· the floor of a huge, dusky room''

(p. 12).

He must sing a hymn tune over and over, his voice breaking,
as he hurries back to reach the dim specks before they disappear entirely.
A brief exchange between the adults shows their individual approach to the new environment:
"Oh, . how quickly it grows dark out here!" the
mother murmured.
Per Hansa gave a care-free shrug of his shoulders.
"Well," he said, dryly, "the sooner the day's over,
the sooner the next day comes."
(p .. 13)
For Beret the tiniest pulse of nature may be ominous.

For

Per, there is a vital, on-rushing motivation toward the future

13
that brushes aside all insignificant detail.
The almost palpable silence of the prairie frequently .
lays its spell upon the human visitors, even during their
meager meal of porridge.

And when the moon rises in a spec-

tacle of otherworldly enchantment, ''like the witching light
of a fen fire"

{p. 13),they are hushed, though "she" has be-

come a nightly companion.
Waiting until the family

a~e

asleep, Per Hansa rises ·to

search into the distance, hoping foi signs of their friends'
earlier passage this way.

The intense moonlight blinds him

momentarily and bathes the prairie a "tarnished green," while
"farther off . the faint blue tones" merge "into ·the purple dimness that shrouded all the horizon''

(p~

17).

But Per Hansa's

business is with the North Star, and once he has it over his
right shoulder he is resolute, not to be distracted from his
task by the prairie's allurements.

Interestingly, Per's ex-

tensive searching of the area for signs of his friends continues now with no further reference to color imagery.

This

suggests strongly that Beret's anxious forebodings concerning
the unknown setting are simply not present in the pioneer
spirit of Per Hansa.
The sensitive interaction between the · immigrant band
and the moods of the prairie, set up in the first scenes, is
a germ that flourishes in the Spring Creek setting where the
rest of the group anxiously await them.

When Per Hansa's

caravan finally comes · in sight after ·five days, there is a

14
.

joyous feast of welcome.

But the evening haze overtakes the

group composed of three families and the two young, unmarried
Solum brothers, in the midst of earnest discussion of their
future plans.

The reality of the undertaking presses down

upon them all:

the hundreds of acres of prairie

~oil

never

touched by man, the prospect of home-building the first years
in the very sod.
silence.

Their thoughts falter inexpressibly into

I!ere, even in a group of dream-sharing friends, the

image of the raw environment overwhelms:

a strange mood

drifts toward them ''from out of the heart of the untamed nature round about them" bringing ''vague premonitions"

(p. 32).

In silence, the small group look into one another's faces:
"but lines of strength and

detern~ination

on nearly every coun-

tenance told of an inward resolve to keep the mood of depression from gaining full control"

{p. 32).

Now the concept of a "something" in the environment, a
mood, an alien entity or spirit that is more than the visible
landscape and that stands over against them, is fully established as a personal awareness for each one.

Most will not

admit it and will seek to dispel i t in work and involv~m6nt.
But it is there, in some more than others, and

beco~es

the

extra-human antagonist against whom all must struggle.
The Quiescent Prairie
The prairie presence, as developed initially through
sense imagery and mild personification, as well as through the
sensitive response of the human intruders, assumes the functicn,

15
in the first summer, of a vitally interested but essentially
passive observer, waiting to discover what man will do.

To

the pioneering Norwegians, the presence is merely suggested
as an intangible mood; and on the reader level the "observer"
entity is delineated through direct personification only once
in Book I.

At the end of Chapter Two, the narrative shows

that on the occasion of Per's first meeting with the Tronders,
"The Great Plain watched them breathlessly"

_(p. 59).

The

meeting is significant because the Tronders are another group
of Norwegians whose

e~rlier

settlement far eastward on the

Sioux River provides crucial support to the Helgelanders of
Cr~ek.

Spring

Traditionally competitors at the fishing

grounds of the Lofoten Sea, in the American wilderness they
greet :Per on his foraging expeditions as allies in a common
fight.
Except for this concrete reference to the prairie entity, throughout the rising action of "The Land-Taking,"
while the pioneers break sod and build their earthen homes,
and as they harrow and plant, the prairie remains quiescent,
not so much acting as being acted upon and responded to by
the newcomers according to their personal and psychological
vision..

Essentially, the prairie is, and because of its in-

herent natural characteristics, it becomes the underlying
cause of all action.
Owing to its oppressive silence and infinite treeless
expanses, Beret responds to the prairie environment negatively,

16
and in her web .of fancy it becomes a place never meant by
· God for human habitation.

At the same time, because its soil

is rich and its acres free, Per Hansa makes it the object of
all his dreams of possibility.

Newly open to the ownership

of civilized man, the prairie is unfenced, and property markers become the source of tense conflict.

The

~yth

of Indian

massacres haunts the white settlers because of their obvious
isolation in the

open plain.

The vast distances to supply

outposts make heroic ventures of mere shopping chores.

And

because being on the raw frontier has taken the Norwegians
back "to the very beginning of things" their smallest steps
toward civilized J_iving are triumphant achievements.

Yet

their progress is never without tension and emotional cost:
It was a singular thing, not a soul in this little
colony ever felt wholly at ease, though no one referred to ~he fact or cared to frame the thought in
words. All of a sudden, apparently without any
cause, a vague, nameless _dread would seize hold of
them for a while like an attack of nerves; or·again,
it might fill them with restless apprehension,
making them quiet and cautious in everything they
did.
They seemed to sense an unseen force around
them. · · (p. 61)
That nature is not all beneficent fertility is clear
when capricious winds show the prairie teeth.

Early in the

sur1uner a sudden, violent storm, carrying away Hans Olsa' s
tent with his wife Sorrina wrapped inside, reveals a power
that makes Sorrina, at least, convinced that "man's strength
avails but little out here"

(p. 61) :

Hans Olsa had laid the tent rope across his shoulder,
planted his feet solidly in the ground, and sum.maned
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all his giant strength; but he had been whirled away
like a tuft of wool: It had turned out all right,
however; no one was seriously hurt . . . this time.
(p.

61)

Though rare displays of storm power suggest that nature
has the capability for destroying the Spring Creek Norwegians
utterly, the Dakota Plain entity remains the background ob-server, liiding time, not. withholding its bounty from man.
The prairie's physical resources are available.

Man eats

fish, antelope, and--in the late fall--duck, in addition to
the produce of his own labor.
For the

pres~nt

any mischievous intent of the prairie

being is limited to mood activation, as in the episode of the
sudden, mysterious disappearance of the family cows.
is aroused because these animals are valued

no~

Emotion

simply as food

supply but as a source of warm-blooded companionship to the
isolated human community.

As night hovers, the settlers

watch for their cows outside the sod huts, feeling dread and
uneasiness at what has befallen them:
The wind ·blew from the southwest, driving heavy
rain clouds; they hung so low that the grass seemed
to bend a£ they swept over it where the plain swelled
up to meet the sky.
(pp. 92-93)
And ~s the distresse~ humans gather to discuss their plight,
the moaning wind intensi~ies their gloom, sweeping over them
"with a chilly breath, now and then flicking a drop of rain
from the dense clouds"

(p. 93).

With the advancing autumn, moods of both human and environmental nature deepen.

That autumn and winter are natural
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symbols of man's struggle for survival adds tension to the
final chapters of Book I:

"Beret had grown more sober as

the autumn came, · more locked Up within . herself; a heavy heart
lay all the time in her. bosom''

(p. 151).

of course, largely psychological.

Beret ts burden is,

At the approach of Decem-

her, the time when her child will be born, her perception of
the evil environment becomes more obsessive.

She expects her

own death as surely as the infant's birth, . but her fears are
corrmunicated to no one.

Here Rolvaag uses her relation to

external nature to reveal the depth of her inner anguish.
Lost in the terrors of her dark mental landscape, she is oblivious to all we ather, sunny or bleak:
darkness.
(p.

"She faced only

She tried hard, but she could not let. in the sun"

216).

But the changing season brings an opposite response
from Per Hansa and the boys, who
worked like firebrands du-ring the last days before
winter set in. Every task that ca~e to their hands
delighted them; they went from one fairy tale into
the next--came out again, and there was a new one
at hand. · (p. 192)
In turn, their joy "only drove her heavy thoughts into a still
deeper darkness"

(p. 192) .

As the new season begins, Rolvaag briefly indulges his
lifelong enjoyment of nature's beauty as he changes the setting:

the tenuous presence of the first snowflakes, and

again, as in the opening chapter, the great washes of color,
forcing humans into silent awe.

They "would walk about in
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the evenings speaking in low tones . . • . Never in their
lives had they seen such sunsets"

(p. 191).

Then the day

arrives wh.e n "the sun could not get his eye open at all"
(p. 191) , and nature shrouds the sod huts in a fierce blizza.rd.
The wintery power of the prairie brings harsh reality
to men.

The pioneers are compelled to adapt to bitter cold:

"The chill[.

.]drove through the air though no wind stirred.

People went indoors to put on more clothes, came out again,
b~t froze worse than ever"

(p. 192).

When the snow forces

days of physical inactivity and sod-hut isolation, no longer
diverted by sixteen-hour work days, Per discovers the seriousness of Beret's pre-natal depression and feels trapped when
he can offer no successful remedy:
steadily worse"

11

H.is temper was growing

(p. 206) .

At the same time, accentuating the human condition,
nature increases its agitation:
Winter was ever tightening its grip. The drifting
snow flew wildly under a low sky, and stirred up the
whole universe into a whirling mass; it swept the
plain like the giant broom of a witch, churning up
a flurry so thick that people could scarcely open
their eyes.
(p. 205)
Rolvaag emphasizes the powerful sensory and emotional impact
of the winter'$ beauty on the prairie dwellers:

Now during

sunny days, the "whole vast plain glittered with the.flashing
brilliance of diamonds; the glare was so strong that it burnt
the sight";.and evenings of overwhelming moonlit radiance
move the strong to "reckless laughter" and the weak to tears,
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for "this was not life, but eternity itself"
In this moody

(p. 206).

natural setting, as human tempers flue-

tuate to almost unbearable levels, the morning of December 25
brings the climactic symbol of pioneer hope, the arrival of
Peder Victorious, the first-born of the Spring Creek settlement.
The Monster Plain
Monsterlike the Plain lay there--sucked in her
breath one week, and the next week blew it out again.
Man she scorned; his works she would not brook. . . .
She would know, when the tirn~ came, how to guard herself and her own against him!
(p. 241)
Book II,

11

storms:

"'The Lord have mercy!

(p. 241).

Founding the Kingdom," begins with furious snow
This is awful!' said the folk"

Now fully activated, the Great Plain in her first

scene of malevolence is shown ready to deal with the encroachments of man.

This revelation of the prairie monster impres-

sively coincides with the marvel of human birth.

Yet Rolvaag

pictures the Plain as unaware of the new life within Per
Hansa's hut, without whose safe appearance the spirit of the
hardy pioneers nd.ght have been broken indeed, "but the newcomer made a breach in her plans--a vital breach"

(p. 241)!

Had the Prairie been possessed of the commonest hobgoblin sense, she would have guarded herself first of
all agai~st him. But this wisdom she had not. Glorying in her great might, depending on the witchcraft
that never failed her, she lay there unconcerned.
(p. 245)
Though the Monster Plain, as a personified entity,
exists on a poetic level only, that is, unknown to the novel's
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characters, Peder Victorious is "the talisman" to counteract
the Monster's magic:
For he beguiled the heavy-hearted folk into laughing,
and what can avail against folk who laugh--who dare to
laugh in the face of a winter like this one? .
. That
winter it was ~e who saved people from insanity and the
grave.
{p. 245)
By the birth of her child and her own survival despite her
tragic pre-natal fears, Beret's notion of the punishment to
be meted out by God in this "evil" place has been, temporarily, at least, banished.

And Per Hansa, his spirit of iron so

nearly broken by Beret's ordeal that he sees a rope as his
only way out, has his belief in the "fairy tale" of life restored by the infant's birth.
The Monster Plain does not wait long to turn her powers
against human life.·

A sudden, savage s news to rm at tacks the

men of Spring Creek on their February expedition eastward to
the Tronders

Settlement after fuel.

On this occasion and

later, on his Indian trading trips, Per Hansa narrowly escapes death.

But it is at the time of the wheat harvest at

the end of the second summer that the predatory evil in the
environment is most visibly represented in the detailed imagery of the grasshopper plague:
And now from out the sky gushed down with cruel force
a living, pulsating stream, striking the backs of the
helpless folk like pebbles thrown by an unseen hand;
but that which fell out of the heavens was not pebbles,
nor raindrops, nor hail [ . . . ] this substance had no ·
sooner fallen than it popped up again, crackling and
snapping--rose up and disappeared in the twinkling of
an eye; it flared and flittered around them like light
gone mad; it chirped and buzzed [ . . . ] a weltering
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turmoil of raging little demons; if one looked for a
moment into the wind, one saw nothing but glittering,
lightninglike flashes-- [ . . . ] in the heart of a cloud
[ . . . ] of [ . . . ] dark-brown clicking bodies!
(p. 332)
On the night after the monstrous devastation of crops,
and after Per Hansa returns from the fields to find Beret's
sanity again shaken by the attack, as she believes, of Satan
himself, the personified antagonist is shown gloating:
That night the Great Prairie stretched herself voluptuously, giantlike and full of cunning, she laughed
11
softly into the reddish moon.
Now we will see what
human might may avail against us!"
(p. 339)
Though the events which Rolvaag

attribut~s

to the Mon-

ster Plain are a matter of authentic natural history, in Giants
their source is clearly malevolent, for the locusts, we are
told, left the wild grass of the prairie

11

untouched because

it had grown here ere time was and without the aid of man's
hand.

. . . Who would dare affirm that this plague was not of

supernatural origin"

(p. 340)?

Now there had emerged "a seem-

ingly endless struggle between man's fortitude in adversity,
on the one hand, and the powers of evil in high places, on
the other"

(p . 3 3 9 ) •

But the battle is not one-sided.

Despite the ill will

Qf personified nature, man makes progress, raising groves of
trees so that in some cases homes are nearly hidden--"perhaps
to keep out all evil"

(p. 388).

New frame houses appear

amongst the sod huts, · looking out of place, even suspiciously
"defiant":
And that was exactly what the· savage storm thought

......
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when he came along, winter or summer, found these
unheard-of objects in his way, puffed and wheezed,
took firm hold, and roared .in anger.
(p. 388)
·

~

Nevertheless, ·-"most of the· houses . remained- standing, and their
· numbers ste~dily inci;-eased as the years we.nt by"
Here, .Rolvaag . uses . the

man~natur.e

(p. 388).

·struggle to summarize

descriptively the passage of years on the prairie leading to
the triumph of man's civilizing vision. · But it is man in the
collective sense who sees the victory over the vast, antihuman prairie entity--won. by virtue of the sheer numbers of
persistent

h~man

beings

~ho ~ressed

agairist . the

~ilderness.

·That bloody Indian conflicts, broken health, the trials by
toil, fire, · storm, and pestilence, ended the lives of many is
forgotten in the glory of the achievement itself.
But it is because the tragic cost must not be forgotten
that Rolvaag's trilogy was written.

In the last chapter,

"The Great Plain Drinks the Blooa · of .Christian Men and Is
Satisfied;'' the title itself is the closing personification
of those forces which bring both. Per Hansa and his lifelong
friend Hans · Olsa, to their deaths.

And .it indicates, . among .

other things, ·· that with the sacrificial blood .of the early
pioneers, the "monster," .at length, accepts the _civilizing
force of humankind.
The prairie entity, then, is imaged descriptively in
the opening chapter of Giants to symbolize the extent of the
pioneering task that lies before the unknowing Norwegians.
In carryin_g their a ·reaf(ls beyond the borders of _c ivilization,
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.

they sense an alien presence in the rich wilderness, which
does not welcome seekers.

As they give themselves to their

vision of a new life · in the vast Plain, the
wildness strikes them devastating blows.

opposing prairie

In the end it ac-

cepts nothing less than the blood of ·the dreamers as tribute
for the dream of settlement.

NOTE
Clia p t _
e r Two
1 0. E. Rolvaag, Giants in the Earth, trans. Lincoln
Colcord and the author (1927; rpt. New York: Harper and Row,
1972), p. 3. Subsequent references to this work will appear
in the text.
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Chapter 3
HUMAN PERCEPTIONS: THE PRAIRIE MODIFIED
The Frontier Myth
The time span of Giants in the Earth is within the
period of the great American myth of the open frontier.

The

date of the Spring Creek settlement is June, 1873, and the
Norwegian impetus is the same "west-fever that had . smitten
the old settlements like a plague"

(p. 219) .· · The new arriv-

als in America had caught the spell:
Such a thing had never happened before in the history
of mankind; people were intoxicated by bewildering
visions; they spoke dazedly, as though under the force
of a spell. . . . "Go west! . . . Go west, folks! . . .
The farther west, the better the land! " . .• . Men beheld ih feverish dreams the endless plains, teeming
with fruitfulness, glowing, out there [ . . . ] --a
Beulah Land of . corn and wine!
(pp. 219-220)
Per Hansa's older friend, · Syvert Tonseten, partakes of
this myth when he tries .to entice some passing Norskies into
Spring Creek claims by assuring them that if they continue
westward, they may go beyond the reach of even future human
habitation:

"Couldn't they understand that all of Dakota

territory would never be peopled?

Why, there weren't enough

folks in the whole world for that, and never would be, either"
(pp • 15 8-15 9 ) !

So striking is the visual impact. of the Great Plain on
the human mind that the imagination cannot at first conceive
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that this "infinity" will ever be entirely civilized.
same impact is suggested

gr~phically

This

in the fourth month of

the settlement as the first visiting pioneer caravan pushes
farther west:
The Spring Creek folks stood watching the wagon as it
grew smaller and smaller, until it was only a dot on
the horizon, receding farther and farther under the
brow of the heavens; at last it disappeared--.but
whether into the earth or into the sky, no one could
tell.
(p. 126)
These were the years of the vision of rich lands free for
the taking in quantities beyond comprehension.

In his study,

The Closed Frontier, Simonson observes that the westward
"process of civilization" became "synonymous with the American
Dream" of p::-ogress:
Whatever else the frontier contributed to American
development, it gave people a great myth. As participants in this myth they felt that its colossal meaning.
ranged from personal and national destiny to human
destiny itself. The myth proclaimed that on the open
frontier a perion could b~ reborn; he could have a
second chance.
This. myth of possibility lay like a golden mirage over
the Western Plain.

In a brief expository introduction to his

final chapter, which depicts the tragic ending of Per Hansa's
vision of the frontier, Rolvaag memorializes the chimera of
possibility.

Read out of context, it might easily fit into

a romantic history of the West, but set within the framework
of Giants, the passage recites ironically the much publicized
but cruelly overstated myth of frontier glory:
And it was as if nothing affected people in those days.
They threw themselves blindly· into the Impossible, and
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accomplished the Un~elievable.
If anyone succumbed in
the struggle--and that happened often--another would
come and take his place. Youth was in the race; the
unknown, the untried, the unheard-of, was in the air;
people caught it, were intoxicated by it, threw themselves away, and laughed at the cost . . Of course it
wai possible~~e~~rythin~ was pos~ible out here. There
was no such thing as the Impossible any more. The
human race has . not known such faith and . such self_.
confidence since history began.
(pp. · 414-415)
It is exactly this myth that the storyteller is seeking to
modify as he immediately juxtaposes the tragic awakening of
both Per Hansa and his friend Hans Olsa from their immigrant
dream of rebirth in the

n~w

land.

Although the myth of pas-

sibility expresses the popular and historic American perception of the westward expansion and was the very dream that
drew Rolvaag's Norwegians, it too easily shrugs off the price
of settlement.
Rolvaag believed that the human cost had been forgotten
or glossed over by the history books.

It was left to the

creative writer to set the_ picture straight.

How do human

beings beguiled by the pioneer dream relate themselves to the
raw actuality of the untouched sod?
.

.

enormity of the trackless prairie?

To the mere physical
~

.

.

Stuart B. James describes

the classic setting of the pioneer novel:
We come upon a country where the accoutrements of
civilization, the supports of tradition and historyt
dissipate and are burned away; here men are able to
carry with them into this stark and gigantic land only
a few thin hoarditig~ of culture; and the men the~selyes
• • . move . in emptiness beneath an unsheltering sky. 2
But the same setting, given another perspective, suggests a
very different meaning:
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Shifted ever so little, seen from a slightly different
angle, the image of .the waiting landscape that appears
in our western novels becomes not an image of nothingness and cosmic desolation but a setting of promise,
of hope, . a work-shop of the human spirit . • • . 3
James's thesis, that "it is at last the imaginative
power of .the individual character th~t brings meaning to the
life of the prairie," 4

l~~ds

appropriately to the present

development of the concept of the prairie nature in Giants.
For here we have an environment which, solely through
the vision of the characters, is modified between the extremes
of fertility and promise on the one hand and nothingness and
"

evil on the other.

It is through their particular responses

to their natural, raw prairie setting that Rolvaag identifies
his people, shows Per Hansa dreaming his dreams and Beret
trying to shield herself from a threatening infinity.
In a more general sense, it is also through their per-

.

ceptions of nature that Rolvaag projects the native culture
and environment of the pioneer group and identifies them with
their homeland.
The Norwegian Perspective
Two involuntary ·responses, in particular, are common
to the entire immigrant party as they experience the physical
prairie:

the

~pell

of awe cast over them by its enormity arid

openness and the apprehension brought on by their aloneness
and the mystery of the unknown.

Here, similar sentiments are
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reflected in the modified stream of consciousness of one rare

.

caravan, eyeing Spring Creek as . they jog westward:
They liked the place and yet they didn't; the land
seemed good; [ . . . ] but how bare and endless the
scene was for the ·eye to rest upon! . . . Nothing
but naked sky line all the way around! . . . It must
be a desolate place in winter, without even a bramble
bush for shelter. . . . And what were people to use
for fuel? What for building material? Surely they
couldn 1 t ·1ive in sod huts all their lives!
(p. 157)
Welsch explains that "the intensity of plains geography
was made all the sharper by · the lens through which it was
first seen by the pioneers:

the eyes of hopeful immigrants"

from very different . parts of the world:

"These people were

accustomed to a perspective foreshortened by trees, rocks,
lakes, and streams

•

•

•

by farmsteads numbering two or three

to the eyeful."5
One of the primary human needs in any adjustment, but
especially in an extreme change of environment, is to express
the experience in words.

It is interesting to note that one

recurrent human response to the prairie is imagery of the
ocean--which in the case of the Spring Creek Norwegians is
highly appropriate.
In the opening scene of Giants, the track left behind
in the tall grasses by Per Hausa's vehicles is "like the wake
of a

boat--exc~pt

closed in again"

that instead bf
(p. 3).

wid~ning

out astern it

The simile is apt because Per Hansa,

like his friend, Hans Olsa, is an experienced sea fishermnn.
Moreover, the first twenty years of Rolvaag's own life were
spent either beside the sea or on fishing vessels.

Hence, it
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is natural for Tonseten to refer to Per's caravan as having
"sailed in."
Beret contemplates the same image of sea-likeness in
one of her early visits to the small hill on their new property, which allows a tremendous view of the Plain:
The broad expanse stretching away endlessly in every
direction, seemed almost like the ocean--especially
now, when darkness was falling.
It reminded her
strongly of the sea, and yet · it was very different .
• • . This formless prairie had no heart that beat, no
waves that sang.
(p. 37)
In a later episode, when Per Hansa is held responsible
for the disappearance of the cows because it is he who has
befriended the Indians, Beret watches in the grey morning
light as Per Hansa goes off on his search.

Worried, yet

feeling that it is his place to go, she sees his figure becorning lost in · the distance, "as though he were sinking deeper and deeper into an unknown, lifeless sea; the sombre greyness rose and covered him"

(p. 102).

Again, this is not the

loved sea of Beret's native land, but an unknown, "lifeless
sea," foreign and incomprehensible.

Here the sea-prairie

metaphor of pathless infinity mirrors Beret's sense of fear
and loss.
Both Per and Hans Olsa are reminded of storms at sea
when a blizzard overtakes them on their fuel-hunting expedition to the Tronders Settlement.

The howling wind drives

"the snow before it like giant breakers.
enveloped them"

(p. 261):

A grey-black spume
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Instinctively, Pe~ Hansa found himself peering through
the murk, knitting his brows and squinting up his
right eye--an old habit of his, born of the many times
he had looked to see if the mast would hold!
(p. 261)
The figure continues as he finds his "boat"

(the sleigh)

"behaving very badly; it wouldn't answer the helm; it didn't
ride the swell like a seaworthy craft"

(p. 261).

As he forces

the oxen to plunge through the drifts, he has the sensations
of "sliding down one huge wave after another; the boat was
scudding now with terrific speed''
.

(p. 262)!

Rolvaag shows

.

his Norse hero adapting psychologically to the wild unknown
of prairie nature through his familiarity with the wild sea.
Rolvaag's own long experience with the s·ea underlies
the imagery of Giants.

In his unfinished autobiographical

manuscript, . "The Romance of a Life," he expresses his youthful response to the sea's moods:
Night after night I have lain listening and shivering
at the roaring madness of the sea. My stirred-up
fancy would picture Hell hounds let loose, now coming
riding .in on huge breakers, bent on destroying all
life and the very Earth itself.6
In reading this brief fragment from his early years on the
island of Donna in the

nortn of Norway, one can see how deep-

ly Rolvaag's creative make-up was influenced by early impressions of dramatic natural beauty.
The same.manuscript develops his acquaintance with the
national folkloric culture, an influence he seems to have
breathed in the yery air of his community.

The supernatural

beings of land and sea were as real as the relatives and
neighbors who brought them to life in first-hand reports:
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All nature was alive with the supernatural.
In the
barn lived the Nisse, in the hills the Good people,
. . . in the sea the mermaids·, . the seaserpent, and
the Draug--the most awful of all . • . . 7
Rolvaag speaks of his imaginative relation with the Seven
Sisters, those jagged peaks that monopolized the skyline to
the east of his home cottage.

These were, in fact, trolls,

frozen in stone, and in the folklore-filled mind, possessed
of momentous power:
It would happen that .when the course of the sun was
low he couldn't get his eye above those huge rock
piles . . . . Suppose the troll maidens took the sun?
. • . It could happen easily because the trolls were
as mighty as God Himself, in some things even more
powerful.a
(Underlining added)
Although the trolls, gnomes, and giants which the Spring
Creek pioneers superimpose on their new environment would seem
oddly misplaced in the American West of Sitting Bull and John
Wayne, they are the
grant~ . ·

authentic culture of the Norwegian immi-

For them, wherever the mysterious, unexplained event

occurs or trouble threatens, the trolls are at their mischief
or will soon appear.
To Hans Olsa and Tonseten, nothing but "witchcraft"
could explain Per's unbelievable progress on his quarter
section, considering his late start (p. 48).

And in the in-

explicable incident of the lost cows Per tries vainly to persuade the group to think rationally, "for surely the gnomes
hadn't taken them underground"

(p. 91) !

which comes to all when life about
mysteriously disappeared"

the~

But in the "dread
has suddenly and

(pp. 91-9.2) ., they can only recall
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half-forgotten tales of

time~

.

when trolls had actually con-

spired the disappearance of "both man and beast."

So strong

is the cultural musing that .only belatedly does American-born
Sam Solum offer his more · sophisticated Indian theory.
Per Hansa irmnediately

i~ages

troll involvement when he

discovers the mysterious claim stakes. that threaten the property rights of Tonseten and Hans Olsa:
The trolls must be after him!
It was only .natural that
he should meet them somewhere out here; but to think of
their coming in just this dirty fashion! . . . Ah, well,
trolls were trolls, no matter how they came!
(p. 113)
In his brooding imagination the weathered stakes inscribed

i
I

I
I

"Joe Gill" and "O'Hara" portend that one day "trolls" will

I

arrive to claim all that his friends have labored for:

II

"Would

I
I

he be able to hack .off their heads and wrest the kingdom from
their power"

(p. 121)?

Perceiving the origin of the stakes

imaginatively in terms of trolls, Per Hansa not only shows
his cultural heritage but deepens the narrative tension.
Though the inscriptions indicate human hands, those humans
are unknown and beyond reach, so that the evil bears the
chilling impact of _ emanating from the spirit of the environment, the land itself, which is the very site of his dream of
a new life . .
But there is evidence of changing trends, when Tonseten's
wife tells a story of Old Country witchcraft, and Tonseten
suggests sharply that she think of "something American to talk
about!

•

•

• We're through now with all that troll business
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over in Norway"

(p. 200) !

The talk of trolls does fade after Book . I, but another
strong Norwegian emphasis continues throughout.

For Rolvaag's

Norwegians are above all a religious people, even on the remote prairie, far from church authority and influence.

The

Sabbath rest is strictly observed, though Per feels he must
walk on the prairie as he grows restless by the afternoon.
The rich Spring Creek lands are strongly associated with both
the Egyptian Goshen and the New Canaan.
the fine weather "the Lord sent [.
ripen in"

Tonseten exults in

. . ] for [the'] wheat to

(p. 330):

"Well, boys, in my opinion the Land of Canaan didn't
have much on this country--no, I'm damned if it had!
Do you suppose the children of Israel ever smelt a
westerly breeze like this? Why, folks, it's blowing
honey!"
(p. 330)
At the very moment Tonseten is reminding the group that
it was he who led them to this spot, Per Hansa's sharp eye
catches an ominous cloud in the west.

In minutes the grass-

hoppers are upon them. ·· In his desbription, Rolvaag again
calls on sea and folkloric imagery:
The ominous waves of cloud seemed to advance with
· terrific speed, breaking now and then like a huge
s~rf~ and with the deep, dull roaring sound as of
a heavy undertow rolling into caverns in the mountain side • . . . It seemed [ • • . ] as if the unseen
hand of a giant were shaking an immense tablecloth
·of iridescent colours!
(p. 331)
In the tragic onslaught, the gathered pioneers perceive
"Another One speaking"

(p. 333) !

Big, slow-spoken Hans Olsa

solemnly proclaims that this is one of the Biblical plagues,
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·and the shaken Tonseten assents that "the Lord is taking back
what he has given''

(p. 333).

When his wife, Kjersti, dares

to disagree, he reminds her that the Bible plagues were God's
punishment on the hardened of heart.
In every event of good or ill

Th~

Spring Creek

pion~ers

find the expression of the will of Providence or of Fate.
Hans Olsa is . certain that the decision to leave Per Hansa at
the settlement on the occasion of the Indians' arrival was
..

an act of Providence (p. 84) . · And Beret entertains the
thought that the loss of the cows was an act of Providence to
make Per Hansa aware that the prairie is unfit for human habitation (p. , 98).

.T o Jakob, the unfortunate and tragically

inept pioneer, whq stops for help at Per Hansa's door, his
journey on the prairie has been "a wandering in the desert"
and the death of his young son inexplicable:
how it happened!

Fate just willed it so"

"I can't tell

(p. 311).

And

Sorrina, in the end, after .Hans· Olsa's fatal exposure in the
blizzard, tries to "face the fact that now the worst had
happened and there was nothing to do about it, for Fate is
..

inexorable"

.

(p. 423).

In keeping with Rolvaag's own observation that "the
loneliness of an alien wilderness is likely . t .o c;:all forth
whatever there· is of religion in man," 9 he shows his immigrant pioneers dealing with their fears of the unknown
through a stern, religiously oriented .acceptance.
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The Fairy Tale of the Frontier
Per Hansa, as the hero of Rolvaag's novel of the pioneers, has grasped the romantic myth of the West fully, believing it wholly; but he has

~rossed

the Atlantic bringing

with him his own dream, Norse style, in the fairy tale motif:
This vast stretch of beautiful land was to be his-yes, his--and no ghost of a dead Indian would drive
him away! . . . His heart began to expand with a
mighty exaltation~ An emotion he had never felt
before filled him and made him walk erect. .
.
"Good God!" he panted.
"This kingdom is going to
be nine!"
(p. 35)
Per Hansa is clearly recognizable as the embodiment of
the askeladd of Norwegian fairy tales, described by Reigstad
as an "ash-lad," or "male Cinderella," whose fortune in life
is remarkable ~n terms of his unfavorable beginnings. 10
Jorgenson and Solum, biographers, see in Per such askeladd
characteristics as resourcefulness, joy in living, true humanness, the will to gamble, and aspiration toward exceptional
attainment.

They add that . to Rolvaag the askeladd was "a

projection of the deepest aspirations in the national mind,
and

•

•

. his fellow traveller in life. 1111

In Giants, although Rolvaag only implies the askeladd
motif through Per's attitudes and behavior rather than through
direct statement, the fairy-tale dream of '_'the princess and
half the kingdom" is Per's recurrent imaginative conception
of his life purpose on the prairie.

His references to it are

especially frequent during the summer and autumn of "The Land'l'aking," Book I, when his · vision of possibility is unclouded
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and new.
Those early weeks, Beret senses a mood in him "which

.

seemed to give him the right of way wherever he went''
.

.

{p. 41).

.

Beneath Per's ebullient spirit there is a strength of purpose
so forceful that she shrinks from it.

His joyous will to

success is apparent on his return from the obligatory claimfiling journey to Sioux Falls, as he flourishes the magical
papers:
"Here is the deed to our kingdom, Beret-girl!
See
to i t that you take good care of the papers . . . .
Isn't it stranger than a fairy tale, that a man can
have such things here, just for the taking?"
(p. 41)
When he urges a response from "the princess" to the marvel of
160 acres of their own land, Beret can only admit through
tears that the very appearance of this strange land frightens
her.
In true fairy-tale style, Per tries to sweep the fears
of the princess away with the m_a gic of laughter and the charm
of assurance.

He has her sit on the large ancestral chest,

brought from her home in Norway, and swaggers before her as
he announces his inunediate plans for their "kingdom":

.

in

Sioux · Falls, he has purchased "ten sacks of potatoes" which
he proposes to plant without delay, while the others are
still building their sod houses.
"'rhey're beginning at the wrong end, you see.
For my
part, I'm going over to Hans Olsa's this very night
and borrow his plow [ . . . ] . Then I can build later
in the summer, [ • . . ] .
Just wait, my girl, [ . . . ]
you'll see how wonderful I can make it for you, this
kingdom of ours! [ . • . ] And ~o old worn-out, thin-
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shanked, pot-bellied king is going to come around and
tell me what I have to do about it, either!"
(pp. 42-43)
But foreshadowing the tragic theme of Giants, "with all
his strength and enthusiasm, and with all her love, he didn't
succeed in winning her heart over altogether''

(p. 43), for

the kingdom that the hero has just received with joy, the
princess has already rejected as alien and undesirable.
Undaunted, the hero sets himself to prove his dream in
14- and 16-hour days.

Those who arrived five days before him

can afford more sleep, perhaps!

But Per is the "child of

fortune," the ash-lad, who begins with little and makes much.
From the start, while the others had horses · and new wagons
for the trek across the prairie, he had only oxen, already
badly mistreated by a previous owner.

His second-hand wagon

broke down, forcing him to hold over for repairs, while the
others raced ahead to their sod-breaking.

Now, his is the

largest family to feed, and while the other wives are cheeiful and adaptive, his Beret, expecting their fourth child, is
often dispirited.

Besides all this, Tonseten and the Solum

boys .know the English language, while Per must wait painfully
for translations.
Realizing these handicaps, the reader is prepared to
appreciate Per Hansa's unfailing ingenuity, energy, and competitive zeal, which might otherwise surfeit the imagination:
On Per Hansa's estate they had a field all broken and
harrowed and seeded down, and a large house ready for
·thatching, by the time Hans Olsa and the Solum boys
had barely finished thatching their houses and started
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the plowing. Tonseten, though, was ahead of him with
the breaking--Per Hansa had to accept that.
(p. 49)
Because Tonseten was on the claim. inadvance last fall and
had already built his house, there is reason for him to be
first now.

Per is never "behind" unless someone else has

had an advantage.

To prove it, he comes home from a three-day

foraging trip with a load that staggers the powerful oxen:
"It was like an incident out of a fairy tale, that famous
load''

(p. 57).

Besides everything essential to the roofing

job on the largest sod hut in the settlement, there is a
bundle that excites young Store-Hans, a true son of his heroic father, with its magical contents:

"Would you believe it,

Mother--in this bundle. there are twelve plum trees .!
grow big plums!

They

We met a man who told us all about them"

(p. 57).
There are other young trees as well, ready to plant so
that Beret will soon be enjoying shelter from the fearful
blankness of prairie "infinity"--years before the others have
found time for such landscaping chores.
All mundane tasks are transformed in Per's vision of
what will be.

"A divine restlessness ran in his blood; he

strode forward with outstretched arms toward the wonders of
the future, ·already partly realized"

(p. 109).

Although to Beret, in her conservative religious view,
Per Hansa is a far from spiritual man, not given to Bible
reading or family prayers, his contact with the creative
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force of nature shows an unusual reverence for life:
The thrill of joy that surged over him as he sank the
plow in his own land for the first time, threw such
an unexpected tone of gentleness into his voice that
the oxen paid no attention to it.
(p. 46)
During his first fairy-tale summer, as he labors at the
plowing, Per habitually reflects on the richness of the soil:
And this was not just ordinary soil, fit for barley,
and oats, and potatoes, [ . . . ]; indeed, it had been
meant for much finer and daintier uses; it was the
soil for wheat, the king of all grains!
Such soil
had been especially created by the good Lord to be~r
this noble seed; and here was Per Hansa, walking around
on a hundred and sixty acres of it, all his very own!
{pp. 107-108)
Jorgenson and Solum suggest that "if Per Hansa is the viking
of the prairie, it may be argued that, like the ancient vikings, he came to exploit rather . than to build. 1112

But the

hypothesis is quickly rejected as they see Per not out to "win"
but to build his ' kingdom, "a creator, eager to establish contact with creative life. 1113

He perceives that life in the

kernels of wheat as he prepares for the new spring planting.
"Reverently," he handles them, as "thevery ·promise of all
these . wonders" he has envisioned for his kingdom {p. 287),
allowing the kernels to squirm and twist sensuously in his
warm hands.
In the first autumn Per's string of successes causes
his best friend to become concerned for his human pride.

All

the neighbors have gathered in Per Hansa's hut to hear the
remarkable story of his duck hunt, but forget their purpose
as they gaze in amazement on the lime-whitened sod walls.
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Hans Olsa ponders on the meaning of Per's keeping such a
secret to himself when all out here so sorely need what little
touches of cheer can be contrived.

Though he decides Per has

not meant to be selfish, only to make one of his clever
strokes to tease them all, later he speaks to him privately
outside the hut in the falling snow:
"You have made it pretty fine inside, Per Hansa; but
He Who is now whitening the outside of your walls does
fully as well . . . . You shouldn't be vain in your
own strength, you know! 11
(p. 197) ·
To this mild rebuke, Per laughs and offers his friend more
ducks.

He shrugs off the suggestion that he is perhaps too

strong in his own strength.

But this is only the end of the

first summer and harvest at Spring Creek.

The askeladd has

a lot to learn about human limitation.
The fairy-tale element, which begins when Per gives
Beret the deed to the _claim, is strong in Book I as he performs labors with the soil or other feats to improve his
kindgom.

The last notable use occurs in the episode of the

wheat.planting, as he dreams of transforming the "Endless
Wilderness":
And here he held in his hand the very promise of all
these wonders which were destined to take place! He
recalled how the fairy tale started:
"Once upon a
time . .• · . . " Not much of a beginning, yet the most
startling events would unfold as the story went on.
• ~ .
Yes, he would hav~ to take every precaution
with the seed.
(p. 287 ).
From this point on, there are only brief references to the
"castle" Per has yet to build, long delayed because of the
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locust plagues and Beret's illness.

The frame house is not

built until the fall of 1880, just prior to his death.
Quite logically, in the final chapter all reference to trolls,
fairy tales, and kingdoms has vanished.

Even the Great Plain

as monster is mentioned only in the title.
is a peculiarly human one.

The final tragetly

For Per Hansa, the most energetic

of dreamers, the "fairy tale" ends in stark reality.
The Enchanted Ring
In his artistic technique, Rolvaag is markedly concerned
with psychological motivation.

To provide an understanding

of the continuously devel6ping and interacting chains of
thought of Beret and Per, he weaves into the action a pattern
of their unspoken preoccupations.
Because Beret, in her psychological stress, finds herself turned inward, incapable of sharing her perception of
the environment, Rolvaag has reason to reveal her web of
anxiety frequently and extensively in the stream-of-consciousness form.

Even with Per Hansa, because his responses to the

prairie nature are so different from her own, she hesitates
to express how utterly repelled she is:
Beret stood smiling at him, with tears in her eyes,
beside the improvised house that she had madei there
was little for her to say. And what would be the use
of speaking now? He was so completely wrapped up in
his own plans that he would not listen nor understand.
It would be wrong, too, to trouble him with her fears
and misgivings.
{p. 42)
As Beret conceals the extent of her negative thoughts
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from the group, she is never fully understood by any other
character.

It is her complex web of psychological tension,

fed daily, which builds to a climax at the end of Book I,
with her devastating announcement to Per that she will die
when her child is born.

In Book II, the tension revives as

she contemplates the evil prairie environment and loses her
sanity in the "satanic" plague of locusts.
Beret's negative perception of the prairie is apparent
from her first appearance in the 'novel, as she chases mosquitoes from her sleeping child's face and expresses to
,

young Store-Hans her doubts that they will ever find those
who have gone ahead:

the journey seems to be taking them to

the ends of the earth (p. 8).

And immediately upon the

arrival of the family caravan at the Spring Creek site, Beret
is shown responding with fear and dread:
Was this the place? . . . Here! . . . Could it be
possible? • . . She stole a glance at the others, at
the half-completed hut, then turned to look more
closely at the group standing around her; and suddenly
it struck her that here something was about to go wrong.
. . . For several days she had sensed this same feeling; she could not seem to tear herself loose from the
grip of it . . . . Surely, surely, she mustn't give way
to tears now, in the midst of all this joy.
(p. 28)
Despite the hospitable concern of the other wives, Kjersti
and Sorrina, for her comfort, Beret is preoccupied by the
.

prairie's vast emptiness:

.

"How will human beings be able to

endure this place?" she thought.
thing that one can hide behind"

"Why, there isn't even a
(p. 29) !

In her tenseness,

she takes fright in· the sudden optical illusion of a fearful
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giant created by clothing hanging from the crosspieces on the
centerpole of Hans Olsa's tent.

Beret now expects to confront

evil and fear at every turn.
From the start she senses a strange presence in the
area; arranging their temporary wagon-home, she feels an intangible something "hovering. in the air" and must listen,
ever aware, not content with the bedroom she is arranging in
the wagon until she has hung a blanket as a protective door
(p. 38).

From this point on, even when Per's sod house is

built, Beret's covering or not covering the windows at night
becomes a recurring image that serves as a barometer of her
shifting emotional state.
In a series of vi~its to a hillock on their quarter,
;

Beret's . forebodings strengthen and grow.

In the prairie's

endlessly iolling contours, she first senses a resemblance to
her native ocean environment, but the image only emphasizes
by contrast the abnormal

s~lence

of this land.

During the

summer of 18 7 3 , accord.ing to Rolvaag, there was for some unexplained reason, "neither bird nor insect life on the prairie,
with the exception of mosquitoes"

(p. 37).

Observing this

bizarre circumstance and noting the prairie's total lifelessness as the wind stops at dusk, Beret wonders, "Had they
travelled into some nameless, abandoned region?

Could no

living thing exist out here, in the empty, desolate, endless
wastes of green and blue"

(p. 37)?

Gradually, she convicts herself. of the utter impossibil-
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ity of establishing a home in the wilderness, and despairs at
the "dreadful nature of ·the fate" that has brought her here
(p. 38}.

Her only relief lies in her certainty that Per, too,

will realize that they must return to civilization.

The con-

cept of returning is so real to her that she begins to pity
the poor oxen their long journey back.
Beret's psychological resistance to the landscape on
the first evening visit to the hillock leads to a recurring
mental image that expresses the force of the intangible power she conceives in the environment:
She never could forget the evening of his trip to Sioux
Falls, when she and the children had come down from the
hill toward the wagonsi the air of the place had suddenly filled with terror and mystery. The wagons had
floated like grey specks in the duski · and all at once
it had seemed as if the whole desolation of a vast continent were centring there and drawing a magic circle
about their home.
She had even seen the intangible
barrier with her own eyes . · . • had seen it clearly
. . . had had ~o force herself to step across it.
(p. 56, underlining added)
On the next occasion .of a visit to the hillock during
one of Per's trips, watching the eastern skyline for signs
of his return, Beret . again senses in the purple dusk "an intangible, mysterious presence" which "seemed to be creeping
·c loser and closer upon them"

(p. 56} .

But this time she

hurries to the neighboring hut of Hans Olsa.

With Sorrina's

friendly company on the walk home, "that night there was no
magic circle to step across"

(p. 57).

Over a period of four months, during which, other than
the Indians, no caravan passes, Beret forms the habit of
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visually compassing the empty skyline.

Now the "magic circle"

first perceived as surrounding the wagons, is elaborated with
vivid connotations:
Life it held not; a magic ring lay on the horizon,
extending upward into the sky; within this circle no
living form could enter; it was like the chain inclosing the king's garden, that prevented it from
bearing fruit . . • . How could human beings continue
to live here while that magic ring encompassed them?
And those who were strong enough to break through
were only being enticed [ • . . ] to their destruction!
(p. 123)

Beret now believes that the land is cursed and that the only
reason the Spring Creek group are here is that they have
been strangely bewitched.

In the typical way of sinning hu-

man beings, unconsciously they
circle:

ha~e

strayed into this magic

"Although it lay so far distant, it seemed threaten-

ing to choke her"

(p. 12.4).

Beret marvels that none of the

others ever mention this strange phenomenon, and her only
sense of release from its terror is when Per is at home.

For

this reason she resents even the neighbor's occasional requests for his help and dreads his long trips to supply outpost~.

Until mid-November, Per Hansa is able to overlook any
strange behavior in his wife, to think of it as an unfortunate
but temporary effect of her pregnancy.

But as the prairie

snows enclose them, ending for a time his adventuring, trapping him for long stretches in the hut, he cannot avoid
troubling comparisons with her previous pregnancies.

Unable

to draw her into the family activities, he is shocked to
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discover that her failure to respond

.

lS

not voluntary:

There Beret sat in the room with them, within four
paces--yet she was far, far away. He spoke to her now,
to her alone, but could not make her come out of the
enchanted ring [underlining added] that lay about
. her . . . . When he discovered this, it hurt him so
that he could have shrieked.
(p. 204)
Per, as an observer, now recognizes the reality signified in Beret's stream of consciousness by the

11

magic ring."

But the ring, as he perceives it, circles riot the prairie,
but Beret herself.

What she has visualized as an evil pres-

ence in the land has drawn itself so tightly around her that
.

it separates her, at times, even from her family.

Although

periods of normal behavior allow her to function, in her frequent and deepening depression, Per recognizes a threat to
his dream kingdom which leaves him absolutely

powerles~.

Beret's mental illness is directly related to the prairie stimulus, but there are many uriderlying factors.

First

of all, out of genuine love, but against her own judgment,
she has come much too far from home and civilization.

She

cannot avoid looking backward to the known and cherished
values of religion and society, to a village churchyard under
shady trees:
(p. 222).

"they gave such good shelter,. those old trees"

Now no road leads back.

She is a dependent person, with her

an~ious

tendencies

multiplied in pregnancy--a woman who waits fearfully at home
.

.

in the sod hut while her husband and sons prove themselves on
long ventures.

The new environment in which she unwillingly
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finds - herself is starkly different from anything she has

known.

The difference suggests that something is wrong _with

the place--that the bare, silent plain is God-forsaken, and
therefore unlivable.
Rolvaag, himself, took occasion to defend the seriousness of the plight of his character Beret against those who
"get out of patience with her," explaining that for some,
transplantation is a "difficult process."

She has known the

living sound of the sea, day -and ·n ight, and the protection
of mountains:

"What could be more natural than that Beret,

after corning to the flat, open reaches of the Dakota Territory should miss them and experience the feeling of being
lost" . and unsheltered?l4
Further, Beret perceives distinct negative changes in
her family, in

the pioneer group, and in

h~rself

as well,

which relate directly to the influence of the prairie wildness.

Her most dramatic concern is for Per's behavior in

the destruction of the claim stakes.
such removal is serious crime.

In Norwegian custom,

"It was so hideous, so utterly

appalling, the thought which she harboured; God forgive him,
he was meddling with other folks' landmarks"

(p. 120) !

She

had not thought it possible for Per to act consciously against
another man.

Dismayed, Beret sees the action as evidence of

the prairie's unfitness for human life:
was plain; this desolation : .
evil in human nature"

(p. 148).

"The explanation

. called forth all that was

•
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Beret is particularly angry at the entire group's
~

hilarious support .of Per's deed.
spectable people over ..another

In this rejoicing of re-

man~s

sin she sees more evidence

of the uncivilizing effect of the environment and lashes out:
'"Cursed be he that removeth his neighbor's landmarks![ . . . ]
Words like these we used to heed.

. .
.

1

. In my opinion, we'd

better take care lest we all turn into beasts and savages
out. here"

(p. 150) !

Beret is even more appalled later when Tonseten goes
hunting and sends her boys home with "bear" meat.

She pre-

pares a hearty stew only to learn that they have been given
badger meat--" troll" food.

Furious,. Beret plans that the

moment Per returns from his current trip, she

~ill

insist on

returning east before they lose all sense of civilized living:
Everything human · in them would gradually be blotted
out . . . . They saw nothing, learned nothing . . . .
It would be even worse for their children [ . . . ] .
Couldn't he understand that if the Lord God had in.tended these infinities to be peopled, He would not
have left them desolate down through all the ages?
(p.

182)

But in her own thoughts Beret finds the most convincing
proof of the prairie evil.

When· she finds herself contemplat-

ing the loss of the cows with some satisfaction as evidence
that will persuade Per Hansa man cannot "exist in this savage,
desolate wilderness"
her own mind.

(p. 98), she fears what is happening in

Similarly, in a much later episode, she re-

preaches herself bitterly for being glad when the tragic
caravan of Jakob and Kari moves on after a brief visit:
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"'That's the way I've become,' she thought sadly.

.

'Here are

folk in the deepest distress, and I am only glad to send them
off into direr calamities'" . (p. 319).
· But as Beret's

stre~m

of consciousness becomes increas-

ingly agitated over the will of Providerice in bringing her to
this

plac~,

it is cleai that her dark· vision of the prairie

is centered not so much in sinful human life as · in her view
of God as a relentless Judge.

And it is through the fearful

prism of God's . overwhelming judgment that she magnifies all
human guilt,. but especially her own.

.The tragic result is

that she, in turn, views the prairie nature through an impelling overlay of

religious superstition and terror.

*

*Beret's religious concept is analyzed in Chapter Four,
Section Three.
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Chapter 4
OTHERNESS: THE PRAIRIE ATMOSPHERE
Measuring .Man's Humanness
In Giants, the prairie . environment has unusual impact

.
as the one ineluctable stimulus for both character development and episode.

By creating a Great Plain entity frequent-

ly perceived and responded to as .an intangible presence by
his characters, Rolvaag lifts and activates his setting.

As

noted in Chapter Two, even the literal imagery of the prairie
is keyed to the moods and perceptions of the individual observer.

Further, James points out an implication of setting

which Giants shares with many ct.h er works of frontier li terature:
The setting in our better western novels becomes metaphor for the setting of men's existence and recalls us
to the metaphysical questions.
Such a setting ushers
a novel's characters out of the cave of human expediential institutions onto the bare stage of a universe
unanchored in any meaning beyond itself. On the prairie
men are thrown back upon themselves alone.
We see them
left with existence itself.!
As James here suggests, the stark prairie wildness has power
to evoke basic questions of being:
termines his margins?

What is man, and who de-

Is man the limiter of his own possibil-

ity? Or does a power other than human impose the terras of his
existence?

Because in Giants -the environment becomes the

settlement's principal and only significant adversary, it is
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appropriate to examine the dynamic significance which may
attach to the role of setting when atmosphere is dominant in
a fictional work.
According to Wesley ·A. Kort · in Narrative Elements and
Religious Meaning, "The atmosphere of a narrative suggests
those conditions which the characters .

•

. cannot change; it

includes the time, place, and circumstances .
they have to live or work.

112

.

. within which

These conditions may suggest

either possibility or limitation, but their essential characteristic is unalterability.

Speaking in the context of de-

riving religious meaning from secular literature, Kort identifies atmosphere as "otherness":

"It is there, and ·whether

they like i t or not, the characters .

•

•

must live out their

fictional lives on the stage or within the walls with which
they have been provided."3
Observing that the element of atmosphere is of varying
significance among . different works, Kort suggests that when
"characters • .

. not only are conscious of the conditions in

which • . • they find themselves, but also worry about those
conditions" and involve themselves extensively and deeply in
adapting to them, then atmosphere becomes primary and moves
toward religious significance:
That is so because atmosphere suggests the borders of
.
human influence, suggests that in human life which 1S
encountered as standing beyond the reach of human
influence, modification, and control. Atmosphere
suggests otherness, and otherness is a religiously
significant catego~y.4
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An important consequence of the dominance of atmosphere
in modern literature is that atmosphere tends to become the
. antagonist:

"What characters are often up against · is not a

worthy human opponent but some impersonal, even antihuman
power. 115

As a result, Kort sees the emphasis on specific

social conditions--violence, immorality, alienation--giving
way, in some degree, to focus .on "a more general quality of
human life, namely, that it is limited.

The mimetic conse-

quence of the use of atmosphere . . . . is an image of human
life as limited by, and needing to come to terms with, otherness"

(underlining added). 6
In confrontation with any unalterable circumstance

which limits his actions or potential in an absolute · sense,
a character comes onto common ground with the religious person, "who, among other things, is primarily oriented to what
7
lies beyond human understanding and control." . And "otherness" is a term which may be applied to that conunori ground,
since it suggests the enigma of realizing that some portion
of one's life is truly incomprehensible, and as such also
"represents a kind of marketplace translation of the religious
categories of 'holy' or 'divine. 1118
Kort makes the further point that "otherness" in fiction
is not precisely the same thing as that to which the term
"the transcendent" in religious life refers for a religious
person.

9

Nevertheless, for a reader willing to apply re-

ligious connotations, the fictional "otherness" and the
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religious

11

tr ansc.e ndent 11 do merge in some degree.

Giles B. Gunn, in his essay, "American Literature and
the Imagination of Otherness," addresses the value to the
"single, solitary self" of the experiencing of otherness, as
he comes up against it in various possible forms:
Whether the ideal "Other" confronts him in the form of
God, the wilderness, Nature, other selves, history,
the city, or the machine, man's chief aim in response
to this "Other" is neither, at least initially, to try
to define it nor, necessarily, to enter into a relationship with it. Though both of these things may
follow as a consequence, the essential purpose of man's
encounter with "otherness" is to compel him however he
responds--whether with love, despair, submission, recoil, outrage, or awe--into some new understanding of
and relationship to himself .10
What man may gain in the encounter is "deliverance" from the
worn, mundane approaches to life, or the arrival at some

.

viable form of transcendence.

In somewhat similar terms, Kort also expresses the
value to the self in the transaction with otherness:

"Iden-

tity arises in the process of defending the sanctity of the
self against whatever in life disregards it.

•

. A person

comes to know what i t means to be human 11 as he encounters
whatever in his experience threatens his

exist~nce

or makes

real to him the limitations of his own power. 11
Finally, then, whatever in the given "time, place, and
circumstances" of a fictional narrative confronts the character in an absolute sense, requiring that he come to
with it, may be . called atmosphere.

terms

And as the character

takes serious concern in responding to the unalterable limi-
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tations imposed upon him, the concept of atmosphere converges
with the

reli~ious

category of otherness.

This occurs because

the fact of being faced with an irremediable circumstance sugg~sts to the religious pers6n,

if not the very act of his God

(often with connotations of punishment or of trial of faith),
then at least implications of his own hopelessly finite nature, which must always remind him of his inferior relation
to the

~bsolute.

The Prairie Otherness
In the context of this brief review of otherness, it is
important to look again at the relationship between human and
environmental nature in the vivid mood-setting of Per Hansa's
first arrival ·at Spring Creek.

In the late afternoon the pio-

neer friends celebrate their new beginning around a wellladen w.hi te tablecloth spread on the prairie ground.

As the

talk continues into the "first blue haze of evening," with
long thoughts of their future in this place--of the acres to
be plowed and planted, the homes to be built of sod--a profound sense of the enormity of their undertaking sinks unspoken into the group -consciousness:
very beginning·of things"

"They had gone back to the

(p. 32).

A peculiar mood came drifting in with the dusk.
It
seemed· to float on the evening breeze, to issue forth
out of the heart of .the untamed nature round about them;
it lurked in the very vastness and endlessness surround-.
ing them on every hand; it even seemed to rise like an
impalpable . mist out of the giound on which they sat.
This mood brought vague premonitions to them, difficult to interpret • . . . .NO · telling what .might happen
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out here . . . for almost anything ~ould happen! . .
They were so far from the world . . . cut off from
the haunts of their fellow beings . . . ~o terribly far!
0

(p.

32)

The prairie in Giants is to become much more than the
physical setting in which plot unfolds.

For these characters

it is a psychological unknown as well as a vast expanse of
raw possibility which they confront in alternating hope and
apprehension.

They have, by their very presence on this dis-

tant frontier, gambled all they possess in terms of past experience on the hope of creating, in their word, a new "kingdom"
out of the wilderness.

They have left behind the certainty of

the old to reach out for the insubstantial dream of the new.
Now as the surety to such faith, all that is visible to their
searching eyes is the formless, boundless prairie, "a bluish
green infinity," an oppressive silence, a treeless, unsheltering emptiness.
In essence, what the immigrant pioneers · confront in the
impelling interval of silence. amid celebrative sharing of
bread is not merely awareness of an unusual pastoral setting
but of their position as finite beings thrown up against an
image of the Absolute.

Rolvaag's imagery of the prairie's

physical presence--formlessness, infinitude, the sense of unseen power, unbearable silence and fearful blankness--bears a
forceful resemblance to the attributes of the "hidden God" of
the Old Testament.
The human responses evoked are similar as well.

Espe-

cially in early chapters, but on occasion throughout, the
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Norwegians respond to the size, solitude, and stark beauty
of the Dakota Plain in

answ~ring

silence and awe.

There is

also a strong sense that in this place "man's strength" does
not avail much:

11

All of a sudden, apparently without any

cause, a vague, nameless dread would seize hold of ·them"
(p. 61) . . Whether the

is traceable to vague Indian threat

f~ar

or a sense of impending storm, there is an ever present interior sense of human vulnerability before untamed nature,
which they must face as the term~ of their pioneer existence.
And it is in their varying individual responses to the prairie
nature that Rolvaag's characters assume human personality and
stature.

At the same time, the character of the prairie "other-

ness" is developed and enriched by the two dominant and
opposing human viewpoirits~*
Conside~ing

the positive ' and negative human perceptions

of the prairie, as well as its personification as malevolent
monster on the reader level, a question arises as to the true
identity of the prairie.

Is Rolvaag's Great Plain to be

thought of as abundant and supportive, or antihuman, even
evil?
Certainly Beret's view of the evil prairie presence is
augmented by homesickness and religious pessimism.

She can

only look upon Per's rich wheat crop "absent-mindedly," as

*These

perspective are developed in Chapter Three, under "'rhe
Fairy Tale of the Frontier" and "The Enchanted Ring.''
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she meditates on .her fears of Destiny.

On the other hand, Per,

·w ho looks reverently upon the prairie's creative capacity,
finds himself occasionally set upon by trolls and other antihuman forces.

That the prairie in the end makes widows and

orphans of two-thirds of the original settlement .is convincing evidence that the strongest and most exuberant of men are
vulnerable before environmental otherness.
As has already been noted, the final personification of
the Monster Plain is the title of the . last episode:

"The

Great Plain Drinks the Blood of Christian Men and Is Satisfied."

Its effect is to focus and intensify the image of the

prairie nature as man's antagonist and the executor of the
cost of settlement.

Although Beret's negative-God concept

and the appeals of Hans Olsa and Sorrina provide human motivation for Per Hansa's last gamble, it is "the Great Plain"
who does him in . .
At the same time the praiiie is manifestly rich.

Its

"rich, black mould . that gave promise of wonderful fertility"
as it "actually gleamed and glistened under the rays of the
morning sun, . where the plow had carved and polished its upturned face"
man.

(p. 47) can become a source of great wealth for

And Per Hansa means to cooperate with nature in develop-

ing that potential.

Nevertheless, Giants presents the image

of a monstrously resistant power that will have to be tamed
by man before he can possess the fbrtune in the land.

,
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· A Negative God
"This formless prairie had no heart that beat 1 no waves
that sang, no soul that could be touched . . . or cared"
(p. 37).

Beret, in her first view of the prairie from the

round hillock on their new claim, knows that this wild place
is not meant for human habitation; nor will it be a suitable
place in which to bring forth new life ..
From this initiation to the land as God-forsaken, Beret
moves in progressively tightening circles of thought until
she arrives at the conviction that Destiny has led her to the
Great Plain for ·only one purpose:

to take her life in child-

birth as reparation for her youthful sin.
Even as a gentle person facing harsh, unyielding circumstances in a foreign land, it is difficult to understand how
a woman of Beret's loving intelligence, supported by a strength
and vision such as Per Hansa offers, can look upon the will of
God in such fearful terms.

Although the narrative carefully

develops Beret's complex patterns of thought, through growing
fear and outrage to final, abject submission to what she regards as her destiny, her severe view of God, so much more
intense than that of the group, is mystifying.
Reigstad points out that Beret's attitudes are strikingly similar to those of an earlier Rolvaag character:
of the apprentice novel, On Forgotten Paths, 1914.

Hagdalene,
Magdalene,

like Beret, is a "delicate being," and a quotation from the
novel can help to illuminate Beret's outlook:
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She came to think of her journey to America as her
life's greatest sin, from which flowed all other evils.
It was to be expected that with her the memories of her
homeland did not fade with the years; no, they grew,
took on fantastic forms. [ . . . ] In her mind it remained
firmly fixed that all which was good was over there and
all which was cold and evil and depressing belonged to
the prairie.
Both her parents and her grandparents
were Haugeaners [underlining added], and as far back
as she could remember, she had heard more about life
beyond than about this earthly life.12
(Brackets in
Reigstad's text)
The Haugeaners mentioned here were followers of Hans
Nielsen Hauge, a young layman who, in 1706, was converted to
Pietism, which had sprung up in seventeenth-century Germany
and spread through several European countries.

Hauge's

"awakening" to what he believed to be his God-given charge
to carry the experience of genuine conversion to the people
of his time came at the age of only twenty-five.

As an un-

educated lay person, he set out to strengthen the cause of
the "individual soul" against the autocratic, established
Lutheran state church. 13
He emphasized that conversion was no inspiration of the
moment, but a long, arduous process of self-examination and
grieving repentance.
lessly wicked:

A biographer says Hauge saw man as hope-

"Man was a morally lost, sinful creature, and

he used the term Kreatur • • . rather than Menneske (man}
quite generally. 1114 He was · suspicious of what he considered
the ."easy appropriation of God's grace" by the Mor avians, which
.

sugges t e d a s1a
h 11 owness o f conversion:

15

Hauge made the acceptance of the free grace of God
difficult for the sin-burdened ·and convicted neophyte.
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It is reliably repqrted that some of his converts
remained for years uncertain of the grace of free
forgiveness while their so-called conversion experience was endured. Tiedeman's famous picture of
Hauge preaching in a small family circle offers a
dramatic visualization of the sombre, melancholy
atmosphere that was -often created by Hauge's sincere
preaching of conversion and its centrality in his
doctrines of the true Christian faith.16
Because his own conversion came about throug.h "soulsearching fears and doubting of the grace of God for himself
as a burdened sinner, 1117 this pattern was ingrained among his
followers.

Reaching the height of spirituality by becoming

aware of the depths of one's

sinfulness~

if taken very serious-

ly, can obviously lead to unbearable stresses of the kind
Beret suffers in the bitter autumn of 1873.
In Giants the origin of Beret's anxiety is revealed only
gradually

~s

on

occa~ion

she broods over the possible mean-

ing of her having been cast into this remote, forsaken land.
Typically the deepening ' complications of her thought occur
during Per's absence on supply expeditions, as when in October she sights a large caravan breaking the horizon and is
struck with compassionate concern:
Some one else has gone astray! • . • Poor folks-poor folks!
Suddenly a strong impulse toqk hold of her to do
something to save these people; she felt as if she
ought to go and tell them to turn back; yes, turn
back--turn back--before they had strayed any farther
into destruction!
(p. 152)
Momentarily; she is praying God to show m.e rcy on these wanderers "For it is only I who have sinned so sorely against Thee"
(p. 152, underlining added)!
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.

Then Beret realizes the futility of her position, in
that previous.caravan passers-by have not even spoken Norwegian, and lapses into dismay:

"When human beings passed, her

own kind, she could not talk with them!

How could the Lord

have found . i t in His heart to smite a soul so heavily"
(p. 153)?

Here, Beret's thoughts reveal the somber conviction
that she is trapped in the prairie because of her sins, that
God has chosen to afflict her in · this way, and that other
pioneers who enter the circle of the skyline will suffer the
same entrapment.
Despite the belief that her presence here is God's will,
Beret agonizes against her fate and the human sacrifice required to . civilize the desolate .land.

In a temporary derange-

ment caused by revulsion over the badger meat Tonseten shares
with them in the guise of bear, during one of Per's trips,
she starts packing for immediate return to Minnesota.

But

young Store-Hans finds her loading belongings into her ancient
family chest, the symbol of all that is good and Norwegian,
and demands to know what his father

wil~

say of this.

Word-

lessly, Beret sees "the sheer impossibility·of what she was
about to do [ • • . ] written as if in fire on the face [ . . . ]
of the boy"

(pp. 184-185).

Sinking wearily on the chest, as

her unborn child twists within her, she reflects bitterly on
God's purpose:
O God! • . • , now he was protesting too!

W~s

it only
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by ruthless -sacrifice of life that this endless desolation could ever be peopled?
· "Thou canst not be so cruel!" she moaned . .
"Demand not this awful sacrifice of a frail human
being!"
(p. 185)
But shortly. Per returns in his usual exuberance, with
winter supplies.

As he asks how they have fared and hears the

tale of the "troll" food from the boys, his laughter (his only
weapon against the otherness of her revulsion for the prairie)
causes even Beret to see the event in less disastrous terms.
Comforted by his - return, she manages a brief, moody acceptance
of her apparent destiny.

It was useless to struggle against

the One who governed all things (p. 190).
Not until weeks before the expected birth are Beret's
deepest fears enunciated in her stream of consciousness; a
thought which has been

suggest~ng

itself · to her, at this time

becomes a "grim -conviction": ·
This was her retribution!
Now had fallen the punishment which the Lord God
had meted out to her; at last His visitation had found
her out and she must drink the cup of his wrath. Far
away she had fled, from the rising of the sun [ . . . ]
but the arm of His might had reached farther still.
(p. 216)
Beret is brought to her conviction by returning in her thoughts
to her youth and

r~calling

the sorrow she inflicted on her own

parents by bearing Per's child out of wedlock.

Then she had

chosen to marry him, despite parental objections.

This rough

sea fisherman drank, they said, and'fought and lived reckless-

ly.

Yet to her "where Per Hansa was, there dwelt high summer"

(p. 217) and how could she deny love?

As if she were the
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greatest of sinners, Beret examines--as a good pietist must-her breach of filial obedience.

She even recalls with guilt

her parents' weeping as Per insisted after several years that
he must take "that little trip across the ocean!

America--

that's the country where a poor devil can get ahead''

(p. 219) !

So they had sold everything they possessed and abandoned homeland and people:

"And she had done it gladly" for Per Hansa;

"was there ever .a sin like hers"

(p. 219)?

Now Beret, re-

gretting bitterly, in an alien wilderness, all that has
brought her here, marvels at. Destiny:
Wasn't it remarkable how ingeniously Destiny had
arranged it all? For ten long years he had cast her
about like a chip on the current, and then had finally
washed her ashore here.
Here, far off in the great
stillness, where there was nothing to hide behind-here the punishment would fall! . . . could a better
place have been found in which to lay her low?
~ • • Lif~ was drawing to a close.
One fact stood
before her constantly:
she would never rise again
from the bed in which she was soon to lie down.
(pp. 221-222)
Beret is convinced that she will die in childbirth.
Her utter inability to accept the prairie otherness--with
which she is inescapably surrounded to infinity--has led her
in dark labyrinths of self-destructive thought to the conclusion that the Judge of all has determined to take her life.
Her response is a tragic, helpless·, guilt-burdened acceptance.
Her great concern is the practical matter of how Per will find
material for a . coffin--until she realizes that her own great
ancestral chest, dating from the 1600's, is the only place
where she will rest safely.

With

t~~s,

she begins to prepare
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reciti~g

her spirit,

half-remembered "pious little verses"

learned from a kindly grandmother:
· Thy heavy wrath· avert
From me, a wretched sinner;
Thy - blissful mercy grant,
Father of ·love eternal!

. . . .

•.

. . . . .

..

Weighted by guilt I weary wander
In the desert here below;
When I measure
My transgressions,
Breaches of Thy holy law, .
I must ponder
Oft, and wonder;
Canst Thou grace on me bestow?
(p. 224)
The God Beret perceives on the prairie is a fearful
power who demolishes the sinner:
into the hands of the living God!'
{p. 227)!

"It is written 'To fall

. . .
.

Oh!--it is terrible"

And her task before Him is repentance.

Even when

she finds herself still with her loved ones on Christmas .
morning after the birth, the shadows of fear are only temporarily held back by the sheer surprise and goodness of being
alive. ·
Within a few months she is again resisting "the awful
spirit that ruled the plains''
tain sanity.

(p. 279) and struggling to main-

She conceives the reason for her continued

existence in strictly pietistic terms:
Ah, well, God Almighty had spared her again; He must
have som~ reason for it . . • • Now she could repent of
her sins before He took her . . . He had been merciful
[ . • • ] • But sitting here .in this mood, she found it
impossible to repent.
She -was only afraid.
(p. 279,
underlining add~d)
Knowing that she must · repent, Beret meditates on "people she
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had read about, who had been driven out into the desert that
they might better please God"

(p. 280).

Unable to adapt to

the vast desolation of the prairie into which she feels God
has sent -her, . even . as she -weeps, she reasons that "If He would
only remove the terror . that . hung like a dark cloud over all
this land, she would try faithfully to serve Him even here"
(p. 280).
For those who }:)ecome "impatient" with Beret in her -inability to cope with the

prairie~

it is interesting to note

the mood of the men of the settlement during this same winter interval of the first year:
A heavy mood lay on the folk--too heavy for potato
coffee to dispel . . . . It was such a terrible, hopeless day out-of-doors
~ . and all the days were alike.
•

•

•

Under the strain of this winter the courage of . the
men was slowly ebbing away.
(p. 274)
,-

In a sense Beret's psychological struggle against the otherness of the prairie mirrors - Per Hansa's more physical contest
with the blizzard that overta~es him on the journey to the
Tronders in the same winter period.

As Per . questions the will

of Providence if he should meet his end in this wilderness
storm, Beret wonders at the will of God in allowing her to
be overcome by her own terror of the land.

Whereas the indig-

nant Per summons the capacity - to prevail against the storm,
Beret, in her longer conte$t of the -soul, gradually sinks into
. , ..
men t a 1 1.J..J.ness.

In the summer of · 187 4-, --as .. ·the prairie schooners become
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more numerous, and many new sod huts rise on the prairie,
Beret learns of a human destiny more terrifying than her own.
Jakob~

the head of a lcine Norwegian family seeking to join

friends farther west, expiains that their youngest son lies
behind somewhere on the prairie in · a shallow. grave.

This is

the reason he has had to tie his wife Kari, with her back to
their la.rge immigrant chest, arms outstretched and wrists
bound, to pre,tent her going back to the boy.

To

'Per, swearing

inwardly as he sees it, she seems "crucified."

Indeed, Kari

becomes a symbol of the suffering · of women in the prairie
migration; her husband, ironically and repeatedly, murmurs
that "Women folk can't .bear up" and explains the boy's death
only .in that "Fate just willed it so"

(p. 311) .

. When the tragic caravan moves westward, following .a .
futile four-day search of the prairie as Per Hansa tried to
help find the child's body, 1Rolvaag images his theme of the
forgotten cost of settlement in the ·prairie sky:
They laid their course due west. • . . Banks of heavy
cloud were rolled up on the western horizon--huge,
fantastic forms that seemed to await them in Heaven's
derision--though they might have been only the last
stragglers of the spell of bad weather just past.
(p. 319}
Beret ·, . watching these same clouds as the prairie swallows up the sad caravan, wonders at the meaning of tribulation
such as theirs:

"Was it not the Evil One that had struck"

human beings, blinding them with the illusion that they could
make homes in this ' wildcrness (p. 321)?

As she questions the
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will of God in all this, Beret sees a monster cloud and imagines it spreading out to tremendous dimensions until it engulfs
the earth.

In this mood she becomes certain that an evil power

is leading men into the wilderness.

After seeing the monster

cloud, Beret night and day feels an evil presence in the
prairie and shuts out .her terror by hanging coverings over
the windows, even when Per is home.
Thus Beret is prepared to recognize the Enemy in the
grasshopper hordes that ravage Spring Creek weeks later at
the time of the wheat harvest.

She

~eeks

refuge with her baby

and little And-Ongen, physically and symbolically, in the
ancestral chest brought from her homeland.

When Per comes at

last, worn out from the ordeal in the fields, he is even more
badly shaken by. the trauma in which he finds Beret.
" : .·

.

She com-

forts him as if mothering a child:
"Weep now,
• • • So I
much . . •
tears • •

weep
· have
. Out
• but

much and long because of your sin!
done every night--not that it helps
here nobody pays attention to our
it does no harm to try."
{p. 338)

In the fourth summer of the locust pestilence, Beret,
who has suffered recurring mental illness, so that Per at
times feared for the children, finds respite in the first
visit of a kindly. itinerant pastor to the settlement.
patient

minist~y

His

as he learns her problem leads him to preach

on "The Glory of the Lord," for . this poor woman needs, he
believes, "the gladness of salvation, the abiding joy that
issues out of the faith [ . • . ] that life is good because the
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.

Lord Himself has ordained it all"

(p. 391).

Beret is comforted ·by the presence of a representative
of religious faith in the

midst of the prairie desolation,

but it is Per Hansa's defense of her right as a mother to care
for small -Peder Victorious despite her illness that brings
her back to

normal~y.

Overhearing Hans Olsa's request that

Per let Sorrina care for Peder, and Per's firm refusal, Beret
has a transforming vision of the prairie sky, which wipes out
the dread monster cloud that has haunted her mind:
In the southern sky floated transparent little clouds;
rainbow ribbons hung down from them. She saw the
rainbow's glow; her face was transfigured; she walked
on in ecstacy . . . • "Are there signs for us in the
sky? • . . That is the Glory of the Lord now."
(pp. 405-406)
Because the Spring Creek settlement has grown, and the trees
Per planted in the first summer are beginning to image shelter, Beret feels a safer distance between human life and the
prairie otherness.

And the pastor's visit has brought a

sense of sheltering religious faith to relieve her ·spiritual
desolation.

But it becomes clear in the final episode of the

narrative that Beret's God is still a legalistic

God~

before

whom man is hopelessly sinful and can expect little supportiveness; indeed, without careful repentance, he can expect no
mercy at all.
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Ghapter 5
APPEASEMENT: THE PRAIRIE ABSOLUTE
Man and Circumstance
In The Closed Frontier and American Tragedy, Simonson
observes that tragedies informed by the metaphor of the
closed frontier will

empha~ize

the flesh-and-blood humanness

of man as one who is "born, suffers, and dies

11
:

Great tragedy accepts this fact and then goes on to
tell what happens to man imprisoned by his mortality.
It depicts the tragic figure as one who strives to
become fully human, to reach out to the limits of his
selfhood, in order to claim his full due as a person. 1
Though Per
mantic askeladd

Hansa'~

~mpelle~

spirit is clearly that of the roby · a creative dream, his responses

to the onslaughts of otherness reveal him to be preeminently
human and tragic~ ~ Per Hansa's problem, as well as his strength,
.

is that, given any choice at all, he cannot leave his worries
with a power outside himself.

Yet paradoxically, he has a

nearly mystical sense of reliance on the ultimate

~upportive-

ness of the forces beyond human understanding and control.
Again and again he relies on his

"luc~";

and in impending

failure, he becomes indignant with Providence.
Faced with threatening circumstance, his pattern is to•
take measures, to act, even to incur calculated risks--to
risk damnation if that seems necessary.
the viking of the P;t:'airie, a man of
73

In this sense, he is

~o:urageous

decision.

But
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at the same time he is a vulnerable, flesh-and-blood man who
agonizes to the point of self-destruction when faced with his
own power les snes s. .
In what at first seems a mixed metaphor, Welsch writes
that

11

the plains, with their promise of treasure and freedom,

demanded an ardent suitor, one willing to face tasks and
trials.

.

•

. The land was an adversary, an enemy to be con-

quered and tamed!" 2

But in Giants the paradox is appropriate;

Per Hansa is indeed both suitor and warrior.

His approach to

the creative powers of nature is one of pastoral delight; he
goes about his prodigious sod-breaking tasks

11

on the wings of

a wondrous fairy tale," and despite apparent setbacks

invari~

ably achieves his goal--until nature rebels and threatens the
pioneer's very

existe~ce~

Then Per Hansa fights back, though

never in the degree or to the extent that another of Rolvaag's
characters, a second-generation Norwegian-American pioneer,
who regards both the prairie and God as enemies,

does~

Christian Larsen of On forgotten Paths offers a revealing contrast to Per Hansa.

When Larsen is forced to bury his

infant son on the prairie, he looks heavenward and curses,
demanding that ·God shall never again "meddle" in his affairs.
Since Per is never required to bury a loved one, a comparison
on this point may be inconclusive, but Rolvaag never presents
Per Hansa physically "attacking" the prairie, as he does the
other

pioneer:

"Tear it to pieces and grind it to bits.

[ • • • ] Then we shall see what the prairie amounts to against
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the power of man. · [ . • . ] He growled like a hound with jaws
clamped on its prey." 3
· Per

Hansa'~

of his life

~nd

figh~ing

his

dr~am.

suitor than conqueror.

is limited always to

th~

defense

- In this respect, he is much more

He accepts the prairie . in its wild-

ness, not as evili but as the site of the kingdom he will
labor

tirele~sly

to

create~

For him the Plain has beauty

that Beret, hiding in fear · behind covered windows, never sees:
Per Hansa drove in the van~ t~ . . ] His eyes were
fixed ·on the western sky, already tinted by· the
strong glow of evening . . . . God! how beautiful
these prairies were! . • . Why couldn't they keep
on driving all night long?
(p. 173)
Throughout .the rising ·movement of Bbok I, Per Hansa's
dominant experience ·is one of dream and accomplishment, interrupted only by occasional · tensions ·that call forth ·the · · · ·
askeladd's deeds of valor.

In these he becomes aware of the

challenge of the ·environment, but finds himself equal to every
match.

By common sense and human brotherhood he comes off so

successfully in the affair of the Indian visit that Hans Olsa
decla~es

th~

i t was Gbd's providence that Per was the man left at

settle~erit · whil~

the

othe~s

took the 16ng supply trip.

He turns the disappearance of the cows, for which Tonseten
angrily holds him responsible, int6 a victorious .coup, · lea~ing home not only the cows but a young bull, borrowed from
the Tronders, and for Beret, a cage holding a rooster and two
hens (p. 105)

~

The affair of the mysterious ·claim stakes poses a unique
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threat to Per's kingdom.

· The little black markers on Tonseten's

and Hans Olsa's lands are "imps" . thatquestio:ri his friends'
ownership and · jeopardize .all their labors.
takes as his own.

This threat Per

Not discussing his findings with the other.s,

stealthily, leaving no trace in the soil, he removes and
destroys the stakes.

~eel~ng

justified in protecting his

friends, yet troubled for the day when the claimants will
appear, Per Hansa battles a black mood by breaking
vulsively through the days of

~od

con-

w~iting~

But still he found no rest, nor would the ·joyous
peace of .the early summer return to him. His face
now always wore that forbidding, menacing look, which
would flare up into .flame, and his voice would suddenly be hard as flint.
{p. 121)
The hero is a man of action who cannot bear the powerless
position of waiting.

His gloom quickly dissipates when the

Irish claimants arrive and have no written deed.

Now he feels

"like thanking the Lord"--not so much because the . kingdom is
secure, but "because [.
man!

. · • ] he · was . once more a gui 1 tles s

He felt so [. ·• , .] free again that he could have leaped

up and soared through the air"

(p. 133, underlining added).

Thoutjh ironically Beret later rebukes Per ·publicly for
gloating

~ver

the destruction of other men's markers and

blames his . callousness on the evil prairie

environment,· Per

clearly has recognized both the legal and moral implications
of his act. . For the sake of his friends and their mutual
dream, he has agonizingly incurred the ostensible guilt.
It is significant also that while Per is thankful to
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God for relief from guilt, he still cannot relinquish the
burden of seeing his friends "safely out of the grip of the
trolls"; at the same time, he . tells himself (claiming the
support of "otherness") that "the ma.g ic sword" will surely
be there when needed.

Though he promises young Solum, who

is doing the translating with the Irish, that he will pray
for him,

(in one of the few references to Per as praying for

anything), in the end he relies on his fists.
is possible, Per must act.

Whenever action

Waiting and powerlessness, two

psychological "tasks," which may betaken as evidence of
human limitation, of circumstance beyond man's . control, are
agony for the hero, the very stuff of tragedy.
'l1hroughout Book I,

'1 he

11 1

just one insurmountable task:

Land-Taking, 11 the askeladd has
he is

unabl~

to wrench his own

"princess" from her obsession with the evil of the land.
Though he brings her gifts of plum trees and laying hens, and
whitens the walls of the sod hut, nothing avails.

Then in

December, the man of action is immobilized in the hut for
days by raging blizzards.

(Enforced idleness is surely one

of nature's brutalities to the pioneers during the long wintert)

Now he realizes in a terror of his own that Beret is

retreating _ into an impenetrable depression.
Beret's abject melancholy symbolizes defeat in her
psychological conflict with the prairie environment.

Unable

to accept .the terms of life in this "desolation," she has

.

succumbed to her own legalistic, religious interpretation of
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the dark will of Providence in bringing her to the "Godforsaken" prairie.

The awful combination of temporal as

well as ·spiritual alienation has shaken her mind.
None of Per Hansa's

11

deeds 11 --tenderness, laughter, the

making of wool-lined clogs to protect her feet from the cold
earthen f loor--can pierce her darkness.

When at the onset of

her labor, she confesses to Per Hansa her terrifying conviction that she will die in childbirth as God's retribution,
Per rebukes the apparent source of her distress:
now you shall leave her alone"

(p. 228)!

"Satan--

But having made

this one gesture in defense of Beret, Per is left in the
powerless position of waiting.

Through Beret's estrangement

from nature on the Plain, the hero meets his own borders of
limitation:
The grim struggle marked Per Hansa for life; he had
fought his way through many a hard fight, [ . . . ] He
had ridden the frail keel of a capsized boat on the
Lofoten seas, had seeh the h~ge, combing waves snatch
away his comrades one by one, and had rejoiced in the
thought that the end would soon come for him also;
but things of that sort had been mere child's play .
. • . This was the uttermost darkness.
(p. 226)
Unable to wait passively in the company of Hans Olsa
and Tonseten, Per beats a hard path in the . snow around the
hut all through the night, sleepless and distraught at Beret's
suffering.

In· the depths of helplessness (human limitation),

his mind grasps at a desperate consolation:
•

•

. a rope.

hold anything"

"He saw a rope

[ • . • ] It was a good, strong . rope that would
(p. 230).

In the event Beret's awful pre-

diction should come true, there will be a means of escape.

7.9

Per Hansa, a man of great physical stamina, cannot endure the
otherness of a loved one's suffering.
When he is at last summoned from his unbearable thoughts
to stand beside the · sleeping Beret and the newborn child, Per
Hansa grows conscious that · "this moment was · making him a
better man''
meaning.

(p. 232) !

The narrative does not elaborate Per's

But he is so completely held in a moment of trans-

cendent wonder that as he tries to "gather his wits" to speak,
Kjersti and Sorrina laugh, never having seen. "such a foolish,
simple expression [.
(p. 232) !

• · . ] on the face of · a living man"

There is no idle chatter of

11

luck 11 and kingdoms.

Instead the hero humbly takes orders from Sorrina--that good
woman who Per believes "could be both minister and father confessor''

(p . . 212)--and prepares for a layman's sod-hut christ-

ening service. . Once again, Per has been at the mercy of a
power beyond human understanding or control and has found
that power supportive.

.

Further, in confronting unalterable

circumstance from a position of total dependency, he has ex-.
perienced a new dimension of humanness.
In Book II, ·"Founding the Kingdom," Per Hansa faces a

. by the
. wilderness. *
harsher testing

At the same time, the

new hope, symbolized by the Christmas:-morning birth of Peder
Victorious, energizes him with renewed purpose.

*The

His first

intensified personification of the Monster of the Plain
is discussed in Chapter Two, Section Three, ~f this paper.

·.ao
life-threatening encounter takes place as the men of the
settlement are struck by a blizzard on a February wood-foraging

~enture

to the Tronders.

This time it becomes clear that

even when Per Hansa fakes a · chance, he expects the support of
otherness.

Though Tonseten thinks the day

si

has too sv1eet a

face," and he himself suspects a weathe.r -breeder, Per is willing to trust his own

capab~lity

and that of his

oxen~

green

in the harness, as well as his homemade sleigh ("such as it
is''), that they will be successfrtl. · Too long chafed by the
enforced confinement of prairie winter, he is rest1ess to act . .
It is interesting to note that in the extremity of the
blizzard, · separated · from the sleighs of his friends, he never
curses the prairie nature, but only his own "luck" for having
no compass. · And he seriously questions Providehce when he .
begins to realize the seriousness of his predicament.

Having .

knowingly risked the prairie wildness, he now blames, not a
natural mood of the environment, but the Almighty,. who presumably has human life in His charge, if not the powers of
nature as well.
If this is to be his ending, Per is impatierit with God's
timing:

~le

"might have waited awhile longer, until they had

seen how their luck would go out here"

(pp. 263-264).

To Per

Hansa death at this time is a "strange" fate; against it he
uses every resource of common sense and human strength.
termined not to desert Beret, . he

~truggles

De-

against the

ominous numbness of sleep by flinging himself from the sleigh
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and walking with the oxen:
It must not happen--it should not happen! [. ~ .]
Struggling through the storm, he felt more and
·more disgusted with · God Almighty. To take ·him away
from Beret now would be a wicked thing, whichever way
you looked . at it. . . . What could He expect to accomplish by such a wrong? . . . There wasn't a better,
truer soul alive than Beret. . ~ • Was this the way
God cared for His own?
(p. 264)
Staggering . through stinging snow and blinding night, "beset
by furious monsters, fighting a battle that seemed to be without respite and without end''

(p.

2~4),

Per ·. refuses ··.to .accept

an unjust circumstance, an absolute boundary--and prevails.
Encased in ice, he stumbles into Simon Baarstad's cabin, but
when he is finally recognized as a member of the Spring Creek
party, it is another who says, "Thank God, Per Hansa, you're
still

alive~

{p. 268)!

And late around the fire the pioneers

rejoice in their survival -against the prairie wildness:
this country had · a great future!

''Oh,

People who were willing to

work could win almost anything out of it"

(pp. 269-270) !

But

Per Hansa's mind as he tries to fall asleep is overwhelmed
with a hut "far out in the heart of the darkness" where a
woman "whose sad facewas still full of beauty" walked with
an infant in her arms (p. 270).

The askeladd has met raw

nature's unyielding power, but not without straining to the
limit of his own finitude, and not without agonizing over the
will of the Almighty. ·
Lincoln Colcord, Rolvaag's translator, quotes the author's commentary on a

ver~ - si~ilar

confrontatiori in his own
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life.

At 18, as a sea fisherman, he experienced the storm of

January 25, 1893, in which many friends were

~rowned:

"In fact, that storm changed my nature.
. . As the
seas broke over us and I believed that death was inescapable, I felt a resentment against Destiny. Why
was my life to be snuffed out· just as it was about to
begin? . Fear . I had not~ only a dull, achin~ resentment."4
In

lat~i

life, ·after other bitter

~xperiences

with na-

ture, including the drowning of his . five-year-old son, Rolvaag
came to look differently upon the

~ole

of theAlmighty in

human affairs; whereas he had "looked upon God as a logical
mind in Whom the least happening" was ordained, ·he came to
believe in mature years that many events of life are "due to
chance and to lawbound nature. 115

In Giants, Per Hansa, at

the point of the blizzard, is still in the position of holding
Providence accountable for man's fate in confrontation with
nature, even when he knowingly trusts himself to "luck."
In the momentous ritual of the wheat planting, Per
Hansa again encounters otherness as he trusts his intuition
in a relationship with nature.

Ever competitive, eager to

be first, and lured by the sensuous but deceptive early spring
.

.

warmth, Per fails to consult the greater experience of Tenseten.

On instinct, he chooses the mid-April Sommermaalsdag

of the old country to begin planting.

The task is so signi-

f icant to him that he sends his own sons away lest they carry
off "precious seed" on their shoes.
fat, squirming yellow kernels, Per
moment of his life 0

(p. 289).

As his hands caress the
~enses

the "greatest

In this seeming exaggeration,
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•
the hero .is quite earnest.

Here it is important to recall

the force of Per's dream of a kingom; in his profound sense
of the moment of planting, his act seems to rise above the
merely personal to symbolize the .frontier myth its elf, the
dream of possibility.
In contemplating the seeds before the planting, he has
clearly made this extension: .
(Here was] seed for the next year, seed again for the
year after, and thus down through all the years to
come . . . . And always greater and greater abundance
of food for the poor, the world over . . . . Here he
sat playing with the good fairies that had the power
to create a new life over this Endless Wilderness
[underlining added], and transform it into a habitable
land for human beings. Wasn't it wonderful?
(pp. 286-

287}
The planting is truly the greatest, most -creative task
of the askeladd.

But nature intervenes.

The seeds are· barely

in the soil when a . cold blast sweeps the prairie, "as ·if

.

searching for signs of life to wither and blight"

(p. 291},

and the fields disappear under two ·f eet of snow.
Rendered powerless by a circumstance of nature utterly
beyond his control, Per suffers fits of temper and despondency
for the loss of money, labor, and dreams:
He felt that the only thing that would give him relief
would be to get up, strike out wildly, and curse everything around him--for he was fighting an unseen enemy .
• • • He had come to his great decision; he had done
the seeding; he had felt clearly that it was the most
momentous day of his life; but no sooner had the last
kernel fallen [ • • • ] than the very powers of heaven
had stepped down to defeat him [underlining added]!
(pp. 292-293) Again· ·Per blames Providence for the onslaught of nature,
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until a worse thought occurs to him.

He recalls Store-Hans

reading from the Bible of Satan's reply to the Lord .that he
had come "from going · to and fro in the earth," ·and wonders
if his disaster has come not from heaven but from
fellow."

11

that

Threatened by the futility of his dream, Per is led,

as - on the desperate eve of the Birth of Peder Victorious, to
thoughts of "the beam and the rope"

(p. 293).

As warm weather returns and .others plant while his seed
rots ·, the

downc~st

hero responds · only perfunctorily to limi-

tation, but · he does act:

planting potatoes in .a newly broken

field to please his sons and at length considering a trip to
buy more wheat.

Still suffering, Per is unable to comprehend

the ·11ews brought by his joyous sons that the

prairi~

snows

have not ruined -his wheat. · - He · rushes · to see the sprouts of
living green through tears, and makes clear the object of his·
gratitude when he suggests that young Store-Hans should consider the ministry ·and asks Beret to read aloud from her
Bible.
"Like a good boat in a heavy sea"

(p. 323), Per . goes

through the laborious summer, courageously bearing his concern for Beret's continued fearfulness with the hope _that
when he is at last able to build her a proper "castle 11 · she
will become her old self.
The prairie nature chooses man's most vulnerable moment
to strike again.

Amid the human ritual of the joyful har-

vest, she sets man's boundaries.

Per Hansa at the wheat-
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binding feels a sensuous gratification as he rubs the oily
sap of the stems into his hands and walks proudly, feeling a
strength he has never known:
and luck had smiled on him"
drink to their rich

future~

"He had made a
(p. · 328) !

dar~ng

throw, ·

But as the pioneers

the ·locusts arrive in heroic

masses to -destroy . .
When the others stand helpless and Tonseten declares
that the Lord is taking back what He has given, Per Hansa
snarls:

."'Stop your silly gabbl·e !

[ . . ·.

Do you really

.]

suppose He needs to take the bread out of .your mouth'"
(p. 333)?

-

.

Enraged by his human impotence against the hordes

of locusts, Per at length blasts his musket into the thickest
of the "hurricane of flying bodies" (p. 335), only to see
them .undulate . in massive . clouds : fromhis own . field to devour
his friends' unharvested grain.
The calamity causes Per .to think deeply about the circumstances governing the saving of his wheat, while others who
have worked as hard as he, and "with a great deal more conunon
sense"

(p. 336), suffer severe losses.

He cannot accept the

view of Tonseten and Hans Olsa that God has acted in this
"harsh and inexplicable" event..

And only his own heedlessness

in planting early, and luck, in that his fields, being so much
higher, were · workable sooner, seem to explain his being first
in harvesting.
Nevertheless, on the interpretive level, the preservation of the wheat ,that was held by Per as a symbol of the
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frontier dream may well suggest the eventual victory of that
dream, despite the heavy cost to individual pioneers.

Even

the fact of his having been given the "higher" ground by the
others, who arrived first, seems significant in view of his
askeladd motif.
left

"scot~free,"

However, though Per wonders why he has been
in reality he . pays a bitter price.

Return-

ing to his sod hut, which in ·t he late day looks "like a quay
thrust out into a turbulent current" of myriad locusts

(p. 337),

he finds Beret deranged by what she sees as the Satanic force
behind the attack. * The grasshopper plague, a symbol of the
prairie's .absolute power, has struck the pioneers a devastating blow.

Though the settlement grows even as the .plague con-

tinues four more summers, Per's dreams

of home-building are

long de1ayed, and Beret's illnes·s weighs heavily on his spirit.
What has become "of his frontier dream is revealed as the narrative jumps three .years to .the momentous arrival in June, 1877,
of the first

itine~ant

pastor.

In this episode there is no

direct conflict with nature, but Per Hansa reflects at length
on the boundaries that have stultified his dream.
A sadly diminished hero, his graying hair and beard unkempt, sits on a pile of hay in the sod stable in a Job-like
quandry, demanding to know of the pastor where his fault lies.
Beret has just interrupted the baptism of young Peder
Victorious with her hysterical outburst.

*See

Chapter Four, "A Negative God."

Indeed, it is the
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name Victorious that lies at the heart of her agony:
can a man

be

"How

victorious out here, where the evil one gets us

all" . (p. 368)!

Per Hansa has . given the boy this name at his

christening as an expression of his faith in the future on
the prairie, but to Beret it is a bitter irony, inspired by
Satan to get the child in his power.
Now Per fears that Beret's illness is the price of his
dream, and regrets the name that so offends her.

He demands

to know what a man should do when his only hope leads him on
despite his wife's reluctance.
The pastor's response contains a significant rebuke:
Per's wrong lies not in having come to the frontier but in
not accepting "with humility" the consequences of his choice.
Per has, of
reproof.

~ourse,

been a proud doer, and he chafes at the

Yet he is led to serious reflection, and follows

-the pastor's advice, taking great comfort from the man of
God's opinion that Victorious is a beautiful name, known in
all languages.

The pastor tells him not to take young Peder

from Beret's care; despite her occasional distress, and to
"let your affection warm her into the understanding that it
is good to be human"

(p. 379).

In a later conversation with Hans Olsa, which Beret
overhears, Per shows a deepened understanding of Beret's condition and of her suffering in the prairie environment.

Fol-

lowing the pastor's advice, he refuses his friend's offer of
a safe home for Peder.

It is

heari~g

Per's strong declaration
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·of faith in her fitness as a .mother and as a human being that
releases Beret from the grip of her depression and allows
her to return to normalcy. *
In the same conversation, Per shows a new humility,
born of his struggle with the otherness of the prairie.

He

explains to Hans Olsa that the urge that drove him to the
frontier made him underestimate Beret's hesitancy and fear:
"But you see how things have turned out! . . . The finest
castle on earth I was going to build her--and here we're still
living in a mole's hole--all my dreams have been crushed in
misery''

(p. 405).

Through the .locust plague and its brutal

effect on Beret, Per is greatly humbled by the prairie experience; his lowered expectations from life are betrayed in his
unbelief at Beret's recovery.

The hero who formerly took joy

in triumphing over circumstance, fully expecting the support
of otherness, can now scarcely comprehend that for him such
a blessing is possible.
The Paradox of Heroic Def eat
It is another three years to the devastating blizzards
of 1880-81, when the Great Plain finally "Drinks the Blood of
Christian Men."
men~

Though the chapter title asserts that the

Christian, the ironic cause for Per Hansa's fatal

''taskh--the crossing of the snow-bound prairie--is Beret's

*Beret's

experience is described in Chapter Four, Section Three .

•
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anxiety lest Hans Olsa, who lies near death from blizzard
exposure, . be unable to "stand in glory" without the aid of a
minister.

In Tonseten's view, since her dramatic recovery,

Beret has nbecome so pious ·that if .a fellow made the most
innocent remark, she was sure to preach at him.

And never a

drop of whisky would she tolerate, either for rheumatism or
for cough"

(p. 426).

tive repentance:

For her, man's only hope is in exhaus-

"Oh, how can he hope to get in?

Not many

from the Dakota prairie will ever stand in glory there--that
I am sure of"

(p. 432)!

Beret sees the relentless materialis-

tic urges of prairie life to ever more land and cattle as a
subtle evil, destroying frontiersmen.

Moreover, she dreads

her own guilt if Hans Olsa is lost.
Shaken by Beret's pietistic anxiety, the sick man . confesses to Per Hansa his fear of the living God, begging to
see a minister and appealing to Per's past triumphs over impossibility, for "there was never a man like you"

(p. 439).

But Per's own sense of superiority has given way to an
instinctive dread:

"Thinking . of how it was outdoors, he

suddenly found himself bathed in perspiration"

(p. 438);

crossing the prairie's four-foot snows will require more than
human strength. · Goaded by Beret's persistent pleading, he
voices that awareness: · "'Do you want to drive me· out into
the jaws of death'"

(p. 442)?

Further, Per thinks of his friend as the best of men.
Years before, when Hans Olsa protested ·his unworthiness to
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act in the lay-christening of Peder Victorious, Per expressed
his faith fervently:
"How you stand ·with the Lord I don't know. But this
I do know:
that a better man either on land or sea,
He will have to lo6k a long way to find . . . . And it
seems to me that He has got td take that, too, into
His reckoning!"
(p. 234)
But finally even Sorrina, Hans Olsa's good, sensible
wife, pleads that "we all have a feeling that nothing is ever
impossible for you"

(p. 445) and Beret threatens to carry her

request to Henry Solum.

In a moment of fury at her unshake-

able obsession, Per Hansa is driven to his final venture.
Without farewell, he leaves the house he has only this year
managed to build and visits the settlement's best skismiths.
Taking one last, small human precaution against the prairie
wildness, he borrows two pairs of fine skis ..
stopping only to leave word at Hans Olsa's:
with him, he w6uld .bring back the minister''
But luck is not with Per Hansa.

Then he departs,
"If luck were
(p. 451).

His body is found in

May, leaning against a long-abandoned stack of worthless
prairie bottom grass.

At warm noonday' · a crowd of boys search-

ing cattle discover him, his heavy stocking cap pulled down
over his forehead, a ski staff in each mittened hand, as if
waiting for ·"better skiing . • . . His face was ashen and drawn.
His eyes were set towa.r d the west"

(p. 453).

In the hero's abrupt fall and in the terse symbolism,
his eyes in death still looking

w~stward,

critics have found

much ambiguity . . Is Per Hansa a tragic hero whose shattered
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dream signifies the futility of his elemental
does the symbolism indicate the

s~ill

~truggle?

Or

transcendent dream of

the "empire builder" whose work will triumph despite his own
ending?
In Rolvaag's trilogy, Simonson sees a creative recognition of the tragedy of the "closed frontier," for it tells ·of
a family who came to the frontier to find that its "openness 11
was for them an illusion and that the "freedom 11 it promised
was "a delusion and a curse 11 : 6
Per Hansa, closest to an epic figure in his superhuman
strength both in working and in dreaming, dies a tragic
figure, unf~lfilled in either. His tragedy inheres in
what he demands of himself in relation to fate, or in
relation to the prairies and to their strange and overwhelming might. With all his heart he summoned the
courage to found a kingdom, but in the long run the
.
cosmic powers he sought to conquer were hi~ nemesi~.7
But the critic also recognizes, as all readers must,
the tension in Giants, and throughout the trilogy, "between
the epic and the tragic, or- between hilder [illusion] and the
closed wall. 118

An underlying reason for the ·novel's conflict-

ing vision has been pointed out by Jorgenson and Solum:
Characters in a drama or in a novel can be little more
than elemental feeling tendencies in the artist's own
nature. Per Hansa is Rolvaag as the man of the sea in
possession of a viking heart. . • . But Beret is the
deep undercurrent of dread, agony, sorrow, anxiety that
run through his life like a dark October stream. 9
It is true that the novel shows the hero paying the
supreme price, but the significance of the idealist's dream,
the cause of the quest, must not be forgotten in an overemphasis on futility.

Rolvaag's personal sense of '1 the kingly
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thought," reflected so strongly in his teaching notes for
Ibsen's The Pretenders, shows his belief in the necessity
for a life-motivating ideal that integrates the individual
and leads him to true achievement despite adversity.
to Rolvaag,

0

Further,

the kingly thought," carried to its ultimate,

implied willingness to die for the ·cause:
. .
'' 10
. . . usua 11y 1 ea d s to cruci. f ixion.

"The kingly thought

His own life came to

be shortened as he consciously overworked, gambling against
the physical limitation of a seriously weakened heart, to
accomplish his cultural and creative purposes.

Significantly,

Rolvaag identified himself -in his early death, at 55, with
the pioneer spirit of Per Hansa, choosing to "look westward"
from a hillside grave. 11

This suggests that he did not con-

sider heroic death on the verqe
of a dream's fulfillment
. futile.
Certainly a case can be made on · either side of the cri tical argument.

And because the final image is indeed cryptic,

it is interesting to consider briefly another avenue for communicating literary meaning--namely, by noting the shape of
the narrative, as a whole, to observe how it fits into the
conventional patterns, or archetypes, of literature.
Granted, one conceivable pattern is surely the revenge- tragedy, in which the hero, who has intruded his dream of
civilization on the wild prairie, dies at the avenging stroke
of nature.

Nevertheless, the central myth of romance, the

quest, is another -revealing grid through which to analyze the
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hero in conflict with otherness.
And it is one which, in view of Rolvaag's own identification with the romantic askeladd motif as a life pattern and
his use of it as a basic character design for Per Hansa, must
not be ignored in arriving at central meaning.

The point is

that the myth of quest is - one deeply imbedded in literature
through its countless repetitions in both secular folklore
and sacred archetypes, most notably in the story of the
Messiah-Redeemer.

Gathering force from recurrence, the ''cen-

tral unifying myth," which embodies the four narrative forms
of comedy, romance, tragedy, and irony, 12 carries into each
new work a latent meaning enrichment.
Frye has shown how the four mythoi are integrated in
the aspects of the quest myth:
Agon or conflict is the basis or archetypal theme of
romance, the radical of romance being a sequence of
marvelous adventures.
Pathos or catastrophe, whether
in triumph or in defeat, is the archetypal theme of
tragedy.
Sparagmos, or the sense that heroism and
effective action are absent, disorganized or foredoomed to defeat, and that confusion and anarchy reign
over the world, is the archetypa1 theme of irony and
satire. Anagnorisis, or recognition of a newborn
society rising in triumph around a still somewhat mysterious hero and his bride, is the archetypal theme
of comedy.13
In Giants the first summer of the pioneers is filled
with "the perilous journey and the preliminary minor adventures" 14 which make Per Hansa a legendary pioneer.

His tor-

tuous journey over the prairies is followed by one clever coup
after another, and there is a very definite quest, which Per
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announces to Beret from the start:
"Here is the deed to our kingdom, Beret-girl! [ . . . ]
Isn't it stranger than a fairy. tale, that a man can
have such things here, just for the taking? .
Yes--and years after he won the princess, too!"
(p. 41)
Here Per · recognizes that a

11

kingdom" is normally. redeemed or

won through great feats, while his is "for the taking."
learns very quickly, however, that the

11

He

deed" is not .the fact;

he will have to endure much conflict to make his desire, his
dream, a reality.

The mention of the princess is signifi-

cant, too, . for normally in the secular quest-romance, marrying the princess comes only after the killing of the dragon.
Frye observes that the bride-figure is "often to be found in
•

a perilous, forbidden, or tabooed place, like Brunnhilde's
.

'

wall of fire ·or the sleeping beauty's wall of thorns. 1115
In Per Hansa's case, the princess he has long ago won,
is now in the most genuine sense trapped in a

11

tabooed" place;

for Beret the prairie itself becomes a barren wasteland, an
enchanted circle of .terror.

She is only "rescued" from the

Monster Plain near the end of the novel, when she is released
from the grip of insanity.

Moreover, Per is aided in her

rescue by a typical key figure of quest romance, "the wise
old man" or "magician who affects the action he watches over."
It is in heeding the old itinerant pastor's advice that Per is
led to his saving declaration of faith in Beret as a worthy
soul, if not an eager pioneer. ·
After the rising adventures of summer, Per Hansa encounters the deeper conflicts:

his anguish for Beret as he

16
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awaits the birth of Peder Victorious; the blizzard of 1874 in
which, near death, he becomes indignant with Providence; and
the continuing plague of locusts that ftustrates his quest
for the "kingdom, ·" keeping him in his house of sod.
Pathos, the crucial

st~uggle,

comes in the final epi-

sode when the · plight of his stricken friend leads Per Hansa
to ·his . last conflict with the Monster Plain.

In order to

·save Hans Olsa in the hereafter, Per must bring a minister to
hear his dying 6onfession.

Her~i

sparagmos, the element of

"tearing to pieces," which may be literal, or symbolic, as
in the Eucharist, 17 occurs in conjunction with the final
catastrophe.
In this instance, the "tearing to pieces" of the hero

is ·psychological -as his dearest· friends and ·his wife impel
him against his better judgment to face the blizzard-swept
plain.

Though the prairie is his ostensible enemy and the

forces of nature the means to his destruction, Per has the
typical romantic hero's "mysterious rapport with nature 1118
in that he respects nature's kingdom; he reveres its creative
capability and knows from experience its deadly power.
But holding up to him his legendary success, his own
loved ones make it impossible

~oi

Per to withhold himself from ·

the sacrificial "task," though he knows the prairie is essentially blocked and believes the trip needless:

.

"'As for Hans

Olsa, the Lord will find him good . enough, even without either
'

minister or klokker--that I truly believe'"

(p. 442) !

But the
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to trust in the future.

As the snow strikes Per in the face

from off the drifts, he reflects that after all the wind is
steady--"No danger"

{p. 452).

And it is Permand (Peder),

the focus of his last hopeful thoughts, who, in the succeeding
works of the trilogy, becomes the inheritor of his father• s
dream, who works the finished farm when his brothers have gone,

.

who follows his own vision in much the style of Per Hansa.
The image of the old haystack and the fallen pioneer
looking west is both irresistible and cryptic.

In the fairy

tale, "The Glass Mountain," it is the askeladd hero who wins
the princess because he, a humble servant lad, scales the
glassy peak.

19

In Rolvaag's autobiographical fragment, "The

Romance of a Life," he writes of the mountains "so terrible
that they made me shiver in my own insignificance.
they fascinated me. 1120

Even so

Because of their dominant natural

beauty, Norway's mountains have easily become literary images
of human desire for attainment. 21
But the hero of Giants, whose
a legend on the Dakota Plain,

attai~~ents

fr~ezes

have made him

in the snow at the foot

of a humble "old haystack" left as worthless by some nameless
settler.

In the context of the mountain peak as symbol of

attainment, the old haystack, like Cinderella's

pumpkin~

suggests for the askeladd a reverse image of desire, an ironic
epiphany.

22

A paralyzing reality has intruded on the dream.

Nevertheless, significantly, · the "eyes are set toward
the west," still seeing the promise.

Hence, only the magic
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·.
of life is . gone, not the dream.

In the romantic view, such

an image suggests a looking beyond the apparent circumstance
to values that

transcend~

In another Rolvaag novel, The Boat of Longing, a poet
advises a young friend to be like the askeladd:
"That lad .saw his own potentialities, that's what he
saw!
God's deep intention with him. And the eventuality of his finally reaching the castle and winning
the princess after incredible difficulties is merely
the folk mind's poetic ·w ay of expressing the ethical
truth.
Simply ~tated, it means that he gained his own·
soul, his own Self [underlining adde~1~
That's the
most which any human being can win!"
Per Hansa, though dismayed by the prospect of the overwhelming final task, summoned a meager hope, fitted himself
with the best skis and "laid the course he thought he ought
to follow''

(p. 451).

any man can do. 24

As James has pointed out, this is all

What a man who does his utmost, despite

all odds, must gain is surely "his own soul, his own Self,"
which is his identity as a

~ull

human being.

In spite of apparent defeat, the symbol of the pioneer
spirit, the eyes still looking westward, may signify anagnorisis, the archetypal theme of comedy:
In myth, the hero is a god, and hence he does not die,
but dies and rises again. The ritual pattern behind
the catharsis of comedy is the resurrection that follows the death, the epiphany or manifestation of the
risen hero.2=>
That the hero's apparent situation is tragic--he has
met death on the border of the Promised Land--is beyond argument; but looked at in the perspective ·of the recurrent myth

•
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of quest, the image suggests a strong transcendence.

Per

Hansa's heroic dream of civilizing the "Endless . Wilderness,"
expressed so vividly in the wheat-planting ritual, rose above
the personal.

For his inheritors, that dream is realized;

American wheat has fed the world.

And the triumph of the

pioneer dream over the raw frontier can only be enriched by
the recognition of the cost--the appeasement of the Monster
Plain by the sacrifice of the dreamer; for in the imagery
of the final chapter title, by the blood of Christian men,
the Great Plain "is satisfied."

At the same time, the hero

is a man whose identity is fully established through his continuous striving to reach beyond the limits of humanness.
Conclusion
In his novel of the cost of frontier settlement,
Rolvaag's prairie is never merely a setting.

From the first,

it is a psychological entity as well as a thematic symbol.

In

his early sensory imagery of the overwhelming land, he suggests
that an unequal struggle lies before the Norwegian immigrant
hero.

In the vast reaches and antihumnn stillness of the

Great Plain, the pioneers read an ominous, incomprehensible
presence, of which, in the first months, they are continuously
in awe or fear.

But above all, for them the Plain is the one

immediate, recognizable source of all possibility and limitation.
As the pioneers respond individually and as a group to
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to the nature of the prairie, they reflect their cultural and
religious heritage and begin to assume character.

Per Hansa

is revealed as a bold, ingenious, but _gentle dreamer 1 who
reverences

th~ bl~ck

riches of the soil and envisions farming

hundreds of acres of golden wheat.

Beret is shown in brood-

ing dismay as she gazes on the circling skyline, which symbolizes a terrifying entrapment.

For her the unsheltering

prairie becomes the visitation of God's judgment for her sins.
While Per

approa~hes

the prairie · nature with wonder, eager to

learn its secrets, and dreams of civilizing the wilderness,
Beret struggles with the meaning of the prairie's evil power
over human life and sinks into mental illness.
In Book II, Rolvaag reveals (on the reader level only)
an actively malevolent Monster of the Plain, who abhors man's
presence and seeks to destroy him with her might.

The effect

of the personification of the Plain is to focus on the prairie
environment as the antihuman

protagonist underlying all the

pioneers' struggles for survival.
At the same time, Per Hansa finds himself in increasingly frequent and intense conflicts with the natural forces of
the prairie.

In blizzard, pestilence, and even in Beret's

illness, which stems from her inability to cope with the
prairie desolation, the hero continuously encounters antihuman otherness and discovers the unyielding borders of his
own temporal capability.

The hero, whose first summer on the

prairie showed him an exuberant child of fortune, now anguishes
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over the will of God in his life.
It is as Rolvaag shows his pioneers trying to comprehend their relations with otherness, whether Per Hansa trying
to fathom his "luck" in the wheat harvest, Beret meditating
on the . cause of human tribulation, or Sorrina groping to
accept Destiny in Hans Olsa's impending death, that Giants
in the Earth rises above the category of the "prairie" novel ·

and becomes a study of the tragedy of being human.
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